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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of secure pattern matching that allows singlecharacter wildcards and substring matching in the malicious (stand-alone) setting. Our protocol, called
5PM, is executed between two parties: Server, holding a text of length n, and Client, holding a pattern
of length m to be matched against the text, where our notion of matching is more general and includes
non-binary alphabets, non-binary Hamming distance and non-binary substring matching.
5PM is the first secure expressive pattern matching protocol designed to optimize round complexity
by carefully specifying the entire protocol round by round. In the malicious model, 5PM requires
O((m + n)k2 ) bandwidth and O(m + n) encryptions, where m is the pattern length and n is the text
length. Further, 5PM can hide pattern size with no asymptotic additional costs in either computation or
bandwidth. Finally, 5PM requires only two rounds of communication in the honest-but-curious model
and eight rounds in the malicious model. Our techniques reduce pattern matching and generalized
Hamming distance problems to a novel linear algebra formulation that allows for generic solutions
based on any additively homomorphic encryption. We believe our efficient algebraic techniques are of
independent interest.
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Introduction

Pattern matching is fundamental to computer science. It is used in many areas, including text
processing, database search [1], networking and security applications [2] and recently in the context
of bioinformatics and DNA analysis [3,4,5]. It is a problem that has been extensively studied, resulting in several efficient (although insecure) techniques to solve its many variations, e.g., [6,7,8,9].
The most common interpretation of the pattern matching problem is the following: given a finite
alphabet Σ, a text T ∈ Σ n and a pattern p ∈ Σ m , the exact pattern matching decision problem
requires one to decide whether or not a pattern appears in the text. The exact pattern matching
search problem requires finding all indices i of T (if any) where p occurs as a substring starting
at position i. If we denote by Ti the ith character of T , the output should be the set of matching positions M P := {i | p matches T beginning at Ti }. The following generalizations of the exact
matching problem are often encountered, where the output in all cases is the set M P :
– Pattern matching with single-character wildcards1 : There is a special character “ ∗ ” ∈
/ Σ that
matches any single-character of the alphabet, where p ∈ {Σ ∪ {∗}}m and T ∈ Σ n . Using such
?
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Table 1. Comparison of previous protocol functionality, NB=non-binary HBC=honest but curious,
M=malicious, *=using unary encoding and additional tools, **=can be extended

a “wildcard” character allows one pattern to be specified that could match several sequences
of characters. For example the pattern “T A∗” would match any of the following character
sequence in a text2 : T AA, T AC, T AG, and T AT .
– Substring pattern matching: Fix some l ≤ m; a match for p is found whenever there exists in
T an m-length string that differs in l characters from p (i.e., has Hamming distance l from
p). For example, the pattern “T AC” has m = 3. If l = 1, then any of the following words will
match: ∗AC, T ∗ C, or T A∗; note that this is an example of non-binary substring matching.
A secure version of pattern matching has many applications. For example, secure pattern matching
can help secure databases that contain medical information such as DNA records, while still allowing one to perform pattern matching operations on such data. The need for privacy-preserving
DNA matching has been highlighted in recent papers [10,11,12]. In addition to the case of DNA
matching, where substring matching may be particularly useful, Hamming distance-based approximate matching has also been demonstrated in the case of secure facial recognition [3]. We note
that both of these settings require computation over non-binary alphabets.
1.1

Our Contributions

This paper presents 5ecure Pattern Matching (or 5PM), a new protocol for arbitrary alphabets that
addresses, in addition to exact matching, more expressive search queries including single-character
wildcards and substring pattern matching, and also provides the ability to hide pattern length.
5PM has communication complexity sublinear in circuit size (as opposed to general MPC, which
has communication complexity linear in circuit size) to securely compute non-binary substring
matching in the malicious model. In addition, our extension of Hamming distance computation
to substring matching has minimal overhead; our protocol makes a single computation pass per
text element, even for multiple Hamming distance values, and therefore is able to securely compute
non-binary substring matching efficiently (see Table 1 for a comparison of protocol functionality
and Tables 2 and 3 for a comparison of protocol overhead).
5PM performs exact, single-character wildcards, and substring pattern matching in the honestbut-curious and malicious (static corruption) models. Our malicious model protocol requires O((m+
n)k 2 ) bandwidth complexity. Further, our protocol can be specified to require two (one-way) rounds
of communication in the semi-honest model and eight (one-way) rounds of communication in the
malicious model.
We construct our protocols by reducing the problems of Hamming distance and pattern matching, including single-character wildcards and substring matching, to a sequence of linear operations.
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Here and throughout, we use the DNA alphabet (Σ = {A, C, G, T }) for examples.
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Paper Encryptions Exponentiations Multiplications Bandwidth Rds
[16]
O(mn)
O(mn)
O(mn)
O(mnk 2 )
O(1)
2
[14]
O(n + m)
O(n log m)
O(nm)
O((n + m)k ) O(1)
5PM O(n + m)
O(nm)
O(nm)
O((n + m)k 2 ) 8
Table 2. Detailed comparison with [14] and [16] for single-character wildcards and substring matching in malicious model with text length=n, pattern length=m, security parameter=k, rounds=Rds.
Paper Encryptions Exponentiations Multiplications Bandwidth Rds
[15]
O(n + m)
O(nm)
O(nm)
O((nm)k) O(1)
5PM O(n + m)
O(n + m)
O(nm)
O((n + m)k) 2
Table 3. Detailed comparison with [15] for non-binary substring matching in HBC model with
text length=n, pattern length=m, security parameter=k, rounds=Rds.

We then rely on the observation that these linear operations, such as the inner products and matrix
multiplication, can be efficiently computed in the malicious model using additively homomorphic
encryption schemes.
The security requirements (informally) dictate that the party holding the text learns nothing
except the upper bound on the length of the pattern, while the party holding the pattern only
learns either a binary (yes/no) answer for the decision problem or the matching positions (if any),
and nothing else.
1.2

Comparison to Previous Work

Exact Matching. In the exact pattern matching setting, the algorithm of Freedman, Ishai,
Pinkas and Reingold [13] achieves polylogarithmic overhead in m and n and polynomial overhead
in security parameters in the honest-but-curious setting. Using efficient arguments [17,18] with
the modern probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) of proximity [19], one can extend (at least
asymptotically) their results to the malicious (static corruption) model. However, the protocol in
[13] works only for exact matching and does not address more general problems, including singlecharacter wildcards and substring matching, which are the main focus of our work. Other protocols
that address secure exact matching (and not wildcard or substring matching) are [12,20,21,22,23,11];
of these, only [22] obtains (full) security in the malicious setting. We note that [23] is more efficient
than [13], but only in the random oracle model; here, we are interested in standard security models.
Single-Character Wildcards and Substring Matching. Recently, Vergnaud [14] built on
the work of Hazay and Toft [16] to construct an efficient secure pattern matching scheme for wildcard
matching and substring matching (requiring t runs over the preliminary matching result to search
for t different Hamming distance values, which is also required by 5PM) in the malicious adversary
model. More specifically, [14,16] take advantage of the fact that (pi − ti )2 equals 0 if binary values
pi and ti are equal and 1 if they are not equal; therefore, binary Hamming distance can essentially
be computed by counting the number of 1s in a particular polynomial-based computation. However,
when pi and ti are non-binary, it is unknown how to obtain 0 when pi and ti equal, and 1 (or some
other fixed value) when they are not equal using oblivious polynomial evaluations.
However, non-binary elements can be computed by unary encoding; that is, an element α ∈ Σ
can be encoded as an element α0 ∈ {0, 1}|Σ| with all 0s except for a single 1 in the place representing
3

α (lexicographically). There are two subtleties of such an approach. The first is that if α 6= β, then
α0 and β 0 will have Hamming distance 2 instead of 1; the second is, in the malicious case, zero
knowledge proofs are needed to demonstrate that α0 is well formed.
[14] requires O(m + n) encryptions, O(n log m) exponentiations, O(nm) multiplications (of encrypted elements), and O(n + m) bandwidth, all in a constant number of rounds. By contrast, 5PM
has the same overhead except for O(nm) exponentiations (see Table 2). However, our work is of
interest for several reasons. The first is that we have implemented our protocol and believe it to
be more efficient (additional work is needed on this front). The second is that our techniques are
of independent interest and may be extended to additional functionalities. Finally, the protocol
presented here is fully specified; by contrast, additional work is needed to transform the work of
[14] into a protocol that can support non-binary alphabets for substring matching or to calculate
Hamming distance in the malicious case.

Non-binary Hamming Distance. Jarrous and Pinkas [15] gave the first construction of a
secure protocol for computing non-binary Hamming distances. In order to count the non-binary
mismatches, they leverage 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfers. 5PM can also compute non-binary Hamming distance even when the text and pattern have the same length (and where the output is not
blinded to only reveal whether or not a pattern match occurred). We note that [15] can be used to
implement exact and substring matching with additional tools to blind Hamming distance output
(for instance, see [14]). [15], to compare two strings of length n, requires O(n) 1-out-of-2 OTs, O(n)
multiplications of encryptions and O(nk) bandwidth, while 5PM requires O(n) exponentiations
(which require less computation than OTs), O(n2 ) multiplications, and O(nk) bandwidth. The advantage of 5PM over [15] is twofold: the first is that 5PM is proven secure in the malicious model
while [15] is not; the second is that 5PM, in both the honest-but-curious and malicious models,
amortizes well in the substring matching setting, while [15] does not amortize because it cannot
reuse OT outputs to compute substring matching (see Table 3).

Other Techniques. In the most general case, secure exact, approximate and single-character
wildcards pattern matching is an instance of general secure two-party computation techniques (for
instance, [24,25,26,27]). All of these schemes have bandwidth and computational complexity at
best linear in the circuit size. For instance, a naive implementation of Yao [24] requires bandwidth
O(mn) in the security parameter. In contrast, we aim for a protocol where circuit size is O(mn),
yet we achieve communication complexity of O(m + n).
Finally, we observe that with the construction of fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) schemes
[28], the following “folklore” construction can be executed for any pattern matching algorithm:
Client encrypts its pattern using an FHE scheme and sends it to Server. Server applies the appropriate pattern matching circuit to the encrypted pattern (where the circuit output is a yes/no
indicating whether a match exists or not), and sends the FHE circuit output to Client. Client
decrypts to obtain the answer. Such a scheme requires O(m) bandwidth, but since FHE schemes
are not yet practical, we view the 5PM protocol outlined here as an efficient and practical solution
to secure pattern matching with single-character wildcards and substring matching.
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2

Preliminaries

The rationale behind our secure 5PM protocol is based on a modification of an insecure pattern
matching algorithm (IPM) [29] that can perform exact matching, exact matching with singlecharacter wildcards, and substring matching within the same algorithm. In Section 3.1, we show
how our modified algorithm can be reduced to basic linear operations whose secure and efficient
evaluation allows us to obtain our 5PM protocol.
2.1

Insecure Pattern Matching (IPM) Algorithm

To illustrate how our modified algorithm works, we begin by describing how it performs exact
matching; we then show how it handles single-character wildcards and substring matching.
2.1.1 Exact Matching. IPM involves the following steps:
a. Inputs: An alphabet Σ, a text T ∈ Σ n and a pattern p ∈ Σ m .
b. Initialization: For each character in Σ, the algorithm constructs a vector, here termed a
Character Delay Vector (CDV ), of length equal to the pattern length, m. These vectors
are initialized with zeros. For example, if the pattern is: “T ACT ” over Σ = {A, C, G, T }, then
the CDV s will be initialized to: CDV (A) = [0, 0, 0, 0], CDV (C) = [0, 0, 0, 0], CDV (G) =
[0, 0, 0, 0] and CDV (T ) = [0, 0, 0, 0].
c. Pattern preprocessing: For each pattern character pi (i ∈ {1, ..., m}), a delay value, drpi , is
computed to be the number of characters from pi to the end of the pattern, i.e., drpi = m − i
for the rth occurrence of pi in p. The drpi th position of CDV (pi ) is set to 1. For example, the
CDV s of “T ACT ” would be:
CDV (A) = [0, 0, 1, 0]
because d1A = 4 − 2 = 2
CDV (C) = [0, 1, 0, 0]
because d1C = 4 − 3 = 1
CDV (G) = [0, 0, 0, 0]
because G 6∈ p
CDV (T ) = [1, 0, 0, 1]
because d1T = 4 − 4 = 0 and d2T = 4 − 1 = 3
d. Matching pass and comparison with pattern length: A vector of length n called the Activation
Vector (AV ) is constructed, and its elements are initialized with zeros. For each input
text character Tj , CDV (Tj ) is added element-wise to the AV from position j to position
min(n, j +m−1). To determine if there was a pattern match in the text, after these operations
the algorithm checks (when j ≥ m) if AVj = m. If so, then the match started at position
j − m + 1. The value j − m + 1 is added to the set of matching positions (M P ). Note that
n − AVj is the non-binary Hamming distance of the pattern and the text starting at position
j − m + 1.
The intuition behind the algorithm is that when an input text character matches a character
in the pattern, the algorithm optimistically assumes that the following characters will correspond
to the rest of the pattern characters. It then adds a 1 at the position in the activation vector
several steps ahead, where it would expect the pattern to end (if the character appears in multiple
positions in the pattern, it adds a 1 to all the corresponding positions where the pattern might
end). If all subsequent characters are indeed characters in the pattern, then at the position where
a pattern would end the number of added 1s will sum up to the pattern length; otherwise the sum
will be strictly less than the pattern length. This algorithm does not incur false positives and always
indicates when (and where) a pattern occurs if it exists, as shown in [29].
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Insecure Pattern Matching (IPM) Example. The pattern to be matched is “TACT ” and the
text is “GATTACT... .” The first step is to construct the CDV using the delays for the characters
of the pattern “TACT.” Delays for “T ” will be 3 and 0, for “A” they will be 2, and for “C ” they
will be 1. These delays are then converted to CDV s as shown in Figure 1. The activation vector
will be initialized to all zeros. The characters of the text are then considered one at a time. For
each input text character (T [j]) at position j in text, the following steps have to be taken: (1)
retrieve CDV [T [j]]; (2) add elements of CDV [T [j]] to elements of activation vector from position
j to j + m − 1; and (3) check if AV [j] is equal to the pattern length (|T ACT | = m = 4).

Fig. 1. Example of IPM’s operation

2.1.2 Single-Character Wildcards, Pattern Hiding and Substring Matching. Singlecharacter wildcards can be handled in IPM by representing a single-character wildcard with a
special character,“∗” which is not in the text alphabet. When “∗” is encountered in the pattern
preprocessing phase it is ignored; i.e., no 1s are added to any CDV . Additionally, at the last step
6

when elements of the AV are searched in the comparison phase, the threshold value being used
for comparison will be m − l instead of m, where l is the number of occurrences of “∗” in the
pattern. The intuition behind single-character wildcards is that by reducing the threshold for each
wildcard, the algorithm implicitly skips matching that position in the text, allowing that position
of the pattern to correspond to any character. This operation does not incur any false positives for
the same reason that the exact matching IPM algorithm does not: there, for each pattern p, there
is only one encoding into CDV s and only one sequence of adding CDV s as one moves along the
text that could add up to m. The same reasoning holds when “∗” is present in p (except that the
sequence adds to m − l).
We note that by using single-character wildcards, one can always hide pattern length by setting
p0 as the concatenation of p and a string of n − m wildcards, ∗n−m , and using p0 to execute pattern
matching for p.
Substring matching, or matching text substrings of Hamming distance m − l from the pattern,
is handled similarly to single-character wildcards; the threshold value being compared against in
the AV is decreased to m − l. For further details, we refer the reader to [29].
2.2

Preliminary Cryptographic Tools

n
This section outlines preliminary cryptographic tools required for
P our protocols. For x, y ∈ Zq , we
define the inner product of x and y over Zq , denoted hx, yi, as
xi yi mod q.
Additively Homomorphic Encryption: We make use of additively homomorphic semantically
secure encryption schemes. For concreteness, in the rest of this paper we concentrate on the
additively homomorphic ElGamal encryption scheme whose security depends on the Decisional
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) computational hardness assumption. An additively homomorphic ElGamal
encryption scheme [30] is instantiated by choosing a group of appropriate prime order q, Gq , with
generator g, and setting the secret key to be x ∈ Zq and the public key to be (g, h = g x ). To
encrypt a message m one chooses a uniformly random r ∈ Zq and computes (g r , g m hr ). To decrypt
a pair (α, β), one computes logg αβx . It is important to note that for additive ElGamal the decryptor
has to both decrypt and also compute a discrete logarithm to discover the message. However, our
scheme only requires a determination of whether an encrypted value is of a 0 or not, which can be
accomplished without computing logarithms.
Threshold Encryption: The malicious model version of 5PM requires an additively homomorphic, semantically secure, threshold encryption scheme [31]. While we use threshold ElGamal, in
practice, any scheme is acceptable if it satisfies the required properties and supports the needed
zero-knowledge arguments. Threshold ElGamal, in the two-party case, can be informally defined
as follows [32]: party P1 has share x1 and party P2 has share x2 . The parties jointly set the secret
key to be x = x1 + x2 (this can be performed without revealing x1 and x2 , see subprotocol πencr in
Section 3.3). Without loss of generality, P1 partially decrypts (α, β) by sending (α, αβx1 ) to P2 , who
fully decrypts (α, β) by computing αx1βαx2 = αx1β+x2 . We denote the partial decryption algorithm
for party Pi as DPi .
Commitment Schemes: For the malicious model protocol, we will make use of perfectly hiding,
computationally binding commitment schemes (for further discussion, see [33]). The Pedersen commitment scheme [34] is a well-known example of such a commitment scheme: for a multiplicative
group of prime order q, Gq and for fixed generators g, h ∈ Gq , commitment to message s using
randomness r is g s hr = comm(g, h, r, s).
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Zero-Knowledge Arguments of Knowledge: In order to construct a protocol that guarantees that
each party behaves properly even in the malicious setting, we use efficient interactive zero-knowledge
arguments of knowledge (ZK-AoKs). For further details, see Section 4.
2.3

Computing Linear Operations Using Additively Homomorphic Encryption
Schemes.

Our secure pattern-matching protocol relies on the following observations about linear operations
and additively homomorphic encryption schemes. In what follows, let E be the encryption algorithm
for an additively homomorphic encryption scheme for key pair (pk, sk). Suppose the plaintext group
G can be expressed as Zn for some n ∈ N; in particular, G is a ring. Let Ma,b (G) denote the set of
matrices of size a × b with entries in G.
2.3.1 Matrix Multiplication. Consider two matrices, A and B, where A ∈ Mk,l (G) and
B ∈ Ml,m (G). Suppose that P1 possesses pk, Epk (A), the entry-wise encryption of A, and also
the unencrypted matrix B. Then P1 can compute Epk (A · B), the encryption of the multiplication
of A and B under the same pk. Such an operation is possible because one can obtain an encryption of the inner product over G of an unencrypted
P vector (x1 , ..., xm ) with an encrypted vector
x
i
(E(y1 ), ..., E(ym )) by computing ΠE(yi ) = E( xi yi )).
2.3.2 Matrix Operators. Consider a matrix A ∈ Mk,l (G). One can construct a k × (k + l − 1)
matrix A0 by initializing A0 as a matrix with all 0s and then, for each row 1 ≤ i ≤ k, setting
(A0 (i, i), ..., A0 (i, i + l − 1)) = (A(i, 1), ..., A(i, l)). We denote such a function by A0 ← Stretch(A),
and note that since this function is a linear operator, it can be computed using matrix multiplication.
We observe that for any encryption scheme E, E(Stretch(A)) = Stretch(E(A)), when E is applied
to each entry in A.
Consider a matrix A ∈ Mk,l (G). We denote Cut(A, j) as the matrix A0 ∈ Mk,l−2j+2 such that
for 1 ≤ a ≤ k, 1 ≤ b ≤ l − 2j + 2, A0 (a, b) = A(a, b + j − 1). In particular, such a function
outputs the middle l − 2j + 2 columns of Mk,l . We note that Cut is a simple projection operator
and is also computable by matrix multiplication. We observe that for any encryption scheme E,
E(Cut(A, j)) = Cut(E(A), j)
Finally, consider a matrix A ∈ Mk,l (G). We denote by ColSum(A) the function that takes as
input A and outputs a 1 × l vector whose ith entry is the sum of all entries in the i column of A. In
particular, ColSum(A) = [1....1] · A. We observe that for any additively homomorphic encryption
scheme E, ColSum(E(A)) = E(ColSum(A)).
Since we will be composing these functions, a shorthand for their composition will be convenient.
For matrices A ∈ Mk,l (G) and B ∈ Ml,m (G), we denote the composition function ColSum(Cut(Stretch(A·
B), j)) by P M5P M (A, B, j).
2.3.3 Searching an Encrypted Vector, πV F ind . Suppose party P1 possesses (pk, sk) for an
additively homomorphic encryption algorithm E, and a single value m ∈ G and P2 possesses a
vector of l distinct encryptions Epk (vec), where vec = (x1 , . . . , xl ) ∈ Gl . Then P1 can determine if
E(vec) contains an encryption of m while learning nothing else about vec, while P2 cannot learn
m, through the following protocol πV F ind :
(a) P1 computes E(−m) from −m. P1 sends E(−m) to P2 .
8

(b) P2 computes E(vec0 ) by multiplying (via the group operation of the ciphertext space) E(−m)
to each encrypted entry in E(vec). Note that an entry in E(vec0 ) will be an encryption of 0
if and only if one of the encryptions of E(vec) was an encryption of m. P2 computes E(vecr )
from E(vec0 ) by exponentiating each encrypted entry of E(vec0 ) by an (independent) random
exponent. P2 sends E(vecr ) to P1 .
(c) P1 decrypts E(vecr ) to obtain vecr ; if a 0 exists at position i, the ith position of E(vec) is
E(m).
Note that if P2 wishes to hide the position of E(m) from P1 , P2 could randomly permute the
positions of E(vecr ) and send the permuted vector to P1 .
2.3.4 Efficiently Determining Equality of Two Matrices, πV ecEQ . Suppose parties P1 and
P2 have agreed upon an additively homomorphic threshold encryption scheme Eth . Further, suppose
P1 and P2 , possess encrypted matrices Eth (A) ∈ Mk,l (G0 ) and Eth (B) ∈ Mk,l (G0 ), respectively,
where the message space G0 is the group Zq , for a prime q. Let DPi denote the partial decryption
algorithm of party Pi . P1 and P2 wish to determine if their encrypted matrices are equal without
exchanging their decryptions. They can do so by hashing their encrypted matrices to a single group
element and exchanging the outcome of the hashes. More specifically, an affine hash function Zkl
q →
kl
Zq can be specified by letting P1 and P2 jointly compute a uniformly random pair (a, b) ∈ Zq × Zq
using standard commitment techniques and setting the hash to hf (x) = hx, ai + b, where h·, ·i is
the inner product over Zq (here, we consider the matrices as kl-length strings). Note that such a
hash function can be computed on encrypted strings because the encryption scheme is additively
homomorphic. Denote by comm a (perfectly hiding, computationally binding) commitment scheme;
in practice we use Pedersen commitments [34]. We denote the following subprotocol by πV ecEQ :
(a) P1 selects (a1 , b1 ) ∈ Zkl
q × Zq uniformly at random and computes Eth (b1 ). P1 computes and
sends comm(a1 ), comm(Eth (b1 )), comm(Eth (A)) to P2 .
(b) P2 selects (a2 , b2 ) ∈ Zkl
q ×Zq uniformly at random and computes Eth (b2 ). P2 sends a2 , Eth (b2 ), Eth (B)
to P1 .
(c) P1 sets a = a1 +a2 , Eth (b) = Eth (b1 +b2 ) and computes z1 = Eth (ha, Ai+b), z2 = Eth (ha, Bi+
b). P1 decommits to a1 , Eth (b1 ) and Eth (A) to P2 and sends DP1 (z1 ), DP1 (z2 ) to P2 .
(d) P2 aborts if it does not accept the decommitments, else P2 sets a = a1 + a2 , Eth (b) =
Eth (b1 + b2 ) and computes z1 = Eth (ha, Ai + b), z2 = Eth (ha, Bi + b). P2 sends DP2 (z1 ),
DP2 (z2 ), DP2 (DP1 (z1 )), and DP2 (DP1 (z2 )) to P1 .
(e) P1 aborts if DP2 (DP1 (z1 )) 6= DP2 (DP1 (z2 )); otherwise P1 sends DP1 (DP2 (z1 )) and DP1 (DP2 (z2 ))
to P2 .
(f) P2 aborts if DP1 (DP2 (z1 )) 6= DP1 (DP2 (z2 )).
The bandwidth complexity of πV ecEQ is dominated by the size of Eth (A) (and Eth (B)). Only
with probability 1/q will the decryptions equal each other when A 6= B because the hash function
is chosen uniformly at random. In the malicious case, arguments of consistency for correct partial
decryptions will also be needed.

3

5PM Protocol

This section uses the above observations and cryptographic tools to construct the secure patternH
M
matching protocol (5PM). We develop π5P
M for the honest-but-curious adversary model and π5P M
for the malicious (static corruption) adversary model.
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Notation

Description

Section

H
π5P
M
M
π5P
M
Key
E
D
DPi

Pattern matching algorithm secure in HBC adversary model
Pattern matching algorithm secure in malicious adversary model
Key generation algorithm for homomorphic encryption scheme
Homomorphic encryption algorithm
Decryption algorithm for encryption scheme E
Partial decryption algorithm for party Pi
using E for threshold encryption
Stretch(A)
Function from n by m matrices to
n by n + m − 1 matrices that “stretches” rows of A
Cut(A, n)
Function that outputs the first n columns of matrix A
ColSum(A)
Function that outputs the sums of the columns of matrix A
P M5P M (A, B, n) Composition function ColSum(Cut(Stretch(A · B), n))
πV F ind
Two-party protocol that determines if encryption of P1 ’s value
exists in P2 ’s encrypted vector
GenCDV
Algorithm with input of a pattern p ∈ (Σ ∪ {∗})m
outputs |Σ| × m matrix MCDV
GenT
Algorithm that on input of a text T ∈ Σ n outputs
the n × |Σ| matrix MT
πV ecEQ
Two-party protocol that determines equality
M
of two encrypted vectors (π5P
M)
M
Arel
Arguments of consistency require for malicious protocol (π5P
M)

3.2
3.3
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.3
3.1
3.1
2.3.4
3.3.2

Table 4. Notation used for 5PM protocols

3.1

Converting IPM to Linear Operations.

For a fixed alphabet Σ, a text T ∈ Σ n , and pattern p ∈ (Σ ∪ {∗})m , IPM can be represented in
terms of linear operations described in Section 2.3 as follows:
a. The text T can be transformed into an n × |Σ| matrix, MT . The transformation is performed
by applying a unary encoding of alphabet characters to T , i.e., MT (i, Ti ) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n};
all other entries in MT are 0. We denote the algorithm that computes MT from T as MT ←
GenMT (T ).
b. The CDV s of alphabet characters can be grouped into a |Σ| × m matrix, MCDV . This step is
equivalent to constructing CDV s for alphabet characters (steps b and c in Section 2.1.1).We
denote the algorithm that compute MCDV from p as MCDV ← GenMCDV (p).
c. Multiply MT by MCDV to obtain an n × m matrix MT (CDV ) that represents T row-wise
in terms of CDV s, where the ith row is CDV (Ti ). In reality, since MT and MCDV are 0/1
matrices, multiplication is more computationally expensive than necessary, and vectors can
simply be selected (as shown in the IPM description in Section 2.1).
d. Compute M T (CDV ) = Stretch(MT (CDV ) ). This transformation, jointly with the previous
step, constructs a matrix of CDV s where the ith row contains only CDV (Ti ), which starts
in the ith position in the ith row (sets up step d in Section 2.1.1).
e. Compute AV = ColSum(Cut(M T (CDV ) , m)) to obtain the final activation vector AV of
length n − m + 1. Entries in AV are checked to see if any are equal to the threshold value
m, or m − l for single-character wildcards or substring matching (completes step d in Section
2.1.1).
A key observation is that if only one of MT and MCDV are encrypted, an encrypted activation
vector, E(AV ), can be obtained by both parties, as shown in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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3.2

Honest-Cut-Curious (HBC) 5PM Protocol

We begin by describing the intuition behind required modifications to secure IPM in the HBC
H
adversary model. We then describe details of the HBC protocol, π5P
M.
3.2.1 Protocol Intuition. Let E be an additively homomorphic encryption scheme. When
Client sends Server E(MCDV ), by the reasoning of Sections 2.3 and 3.1, Server can compute E(AV ),
an encrypted activation vector, using only MT and E(MCDV ). This is because the pattern matching
operation can be reduced to a sequence of linear operations (namely matrix multiplication and the
functions Stretch, Cut, and ColSum). Since Client sends only E(MCDV ) and E(m − l), Server
learns nothing about Client’s pattern due to semantic security of the encryption scheme.
Next, Client, for pattern-matching threshold m (or m−l in the single-character wildcards/substring
matching case), executes πV F ind specified in Section 2.3.3, where Client uses E(AV ) to discover
whether (and where) a pattern exists. Because of the security of πV F ind , Server does not learn m
and Client learns nothing about E(AV ), other than whether or not (and where, if the patternmatching locations are not hidden by Server) an encryption of m exists in E(AV ). In practice,
Client sends E(m) in the same (first) round as E(MCDV ), and Server’s response to πV F ind occurs
in the second round, concluding execution of the secure pattern-matching protocol.

Client

Server

Input: p ∈ (Σ ∪ {∗})m
Initialization:
1) (pk, sk) ← Key(1k )
2) MCDV ← GenCDV (p)
3) E(MCDV ) ← MCDV
E(−m + l) ← −m + l

Input: T ∈ Σ n

4)E(MCDV );E(−m+l);pkC

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Activation Vector Formation:
5) MT ← GenT (T );
E(AVS ) ← P M5P M (MT , E(MCDV ), m)
6) E(AVSr ) ← πV F ind (E(AVS , E(−m + l)))
7) Optional: Permute E(AVSr )

6)E(AV r )

Decrypting and Determining ←−−−−−−−−−−−S−−−−−−
Matches:
8) M P = {i | D(E(AVSr [i])) = 0}
Output:
M P = {j|Tj ...Tj+m−1 = p}

Output:
Nothing

H
Table 5. Overview of 5PM protocol for HBC adversary model, π5P
M . See Table 4 for notation.

H
3.2.2 π5P
M Protocol Specification. Recall that over a specified alphabet Σ, Server holds text
n
T ∈ Σ and Client holds a pattern p ∈ (Σ ∪ {∗})m . The output of Server is an encrypted activation
vector E(AV ) of length n. We refer the reader to Sections 3.1 and 2.3.2 for the notation used here.
The protocol operation is as follows:
a. Client computes (sk, pk) ← Key(1k ) using the key generation algorithm of an additively
homomorphic encryption scheme, E.
b. Client computes MCDV ← GenCDV (p). In the case where Client wishes to hide the length of
p, Client computes MCDV for the pattern p0 equal to the concatenation of p with ∗n−m .
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c. Client encrypts MCDV entry-wise using public key pk to obtain E(MCDV ).
d. Client sends E(MCDV ) and pk to Server. In addition, Client sends E(−m) (or E(−m + l) in
the single-character wildcards or substring matching cases).
e. Server computes MT ← GenT (T ). Server computes E(AV ) =
E(P M5P M (MT , MCDV , m)), which is computed as specified in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
f. Server executes round 2 of πV F ind (see Section 2.3.3) using E(−m) and E(AV ). Server sends
output of the subprotocol, denoted E(AVSr ), to Client.
g. Optional: Per πV F ind , Server randomly permutes E(AVSr ) to hide possible pattern match
locations.
h. Client executes round 3 of πV F ind using E(AVSr ) to determine results of the pattern matching.
H
We note that π5P
M can perform substring matching for multiple substring lengths (such as a
Hamming distance bound) simultaneously by sending multiple E(m − l) values at step 6 in the
specification shown in Table 5. Then, for each value of l, Server constructs a distinct E(AV ) and
sends Client a distinct corresponding E(AVSr ) indicating matching locations for that l value. In
H
particular, π5P
M does not require multiple independent protocol executions to compute substring
H
matching for a range of substring length values. In addition, π5P
M can simply compute the Hamming
distance of the pattern with each consecutive m positions of the text by simply not executing
πV F ind and sending the output of the protocol at step 5, and Client can decrypt to obtain all of
the Hamming distance values between the pattern and the text.
Theorem 1. Given an additively homomorphic semantically secure encryption scheme over a
H
prime-order cyclic group (Key, E, D), π5P
M is secure in the HBC model.
See Section 7 for a detailed security proof.
3.3

Malicious Model 5PM Protocol

M
H
In this section we explain how to modify π5P
M to obtain a protocol, π5P M , which is secure in
M
the malicious (static corruption) model. We describe an instantiation of π5P M based on additively
homomorphic threshold ElGamal encryption (see Section 2.2) for concreteness; generalization to
other encryption schemes follows provided they have efficient Σ protocols for the statements reM . Second, we give interactive zero-knowledge
quired here. First, we explain the intuition behind π5P
M
M
consistency arguments that will be required. Finally, we divide π5P
M into six subprotocols and deM . In the interest
scribe their construction and how they are combined into the final protocol π5P
M
of clarity and space, we leave the exact protocol specification and security proof to Sections 6
and 7, respectively. Note that this protocol, as shown in Section 2.1.2, can be modified to both
hide pattern length (by using, for pattern p, the pattern p0 equal to to p concatenated with ∗n−m )
and also to match against multiple substring values without multiple executions of the entire protocol (i.e., by sending multiple E(m−l) values and computing a new activation vector for each value).

M , consists of
3.3.1 Protocol Intuition. The eight round protocol for the malicious model, π5P
M
the following six subprotocols:
(a) πencr : initializes an additively homomorphic threshold encryption scheme.
(b) πS,AV : allows Server to construct an encrypted activation vector for Client’s encrypted pattern
and Server’s text.
(c) πC,AV : allows Client to construct an encrypted activation vector for Client’s pattern and
Server’s encrypted text.
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(d) πvec : allows Client and Server to verify that their activation vectors are equal without revealing
them.
(e) πrand : allows Server to send an encryption of its randomized activation vector to Client.
(f) πans : shows to Client where the pattern matches the text (if at all).
M
H
The intuition behind constructing π5P
M is as follows: In π5P M , only Server performs the computation to obtain the activation vector, AV . In the malicious setting, Client has to verify that
Server correctly computed AV . Since Server performs O(nm) multiplications when computing AV
H
in π5P
M , requiring a zero-knowledge argument for each multiplication therefore would require bandwidth of at least O(nm). Such overhead is unacceptable if bandwidth O(n + m) is desired.
We utilize a more bandwidth-efficient approach to ensure that a malicious Server has computed
M , both Client and Server perform secure pattern matching independently
the correct AV : in π5P
M
using the function P M5P M where one of MCDV and MT are encrypted, and then compare their
results. Each party computes an AV in parallel (see subprotocols πC,AV and πS,AV , respectively,
in Section 3.3.3) using an additively homomorphic threshold encryption scheme (instantiated using
subprotocol πencr in Section 3.3.3). To ensure that no cheating has occurred, Client and Server then
check that each other’s AV was computed correctly. Therefore, proving that Server has behaved
honestly is reduced to proving that Client and Server have obtained the same result from matching
p against T . To efficiently perform a comparison of encrypted AV s, Client and Server check that
their encrypted AV s are equal using subprotocol πV ecEQ described in Section 2.3.4 (in addition to
some zero-knowledge arguments to demonstrate well-formedness). Only if hashed AV values match
will Server provide Client with its decrypted (and blinded) AV (using the subprotocols πrand and
πans in Section 3.3.3). The comparison subprotocol is denoted by πvec in Section 3.3.3.
Throughout, both Client and Server will have to use various arguments of consistency outlined
in Section 3.3.2 to prove that they have not deviated from the protocol.
There is one additional technical difficulty that we have to overcome: In order to prove security
we must provide simulators that simulate transcripts when interacting with adversarial parties (see
Section 7 for security definitions and simulator constructions). When constructing the simulator for
Client’s view, the simulator receives the actual answer that it must provide to Client from the ideal
functionality only at the last moment (if Client does not abort). Thus, the simulator must provide
a final answer which is not consistent with the previous interactions, while the real Server must
be unable to do so. To achieve this, we demonstrate that the simulator can extract the knowledge
of the exponent of some h∗ specified by Client during the first subprotocol (πencr ); then, the final
subprotocol (πans ) uses a zero-knowledge argument of knowledge that demonstrates that either
the final randomized AV is correct or that Server knows the discrete logarithm of h∗ . Since a real
Server cannot extract the discrete logarithm of h∗ , but the simulator can by construction, this
allows the simulator to reveal the correct randomized AV even when it is inconsistent with the
previous outputs of the conversation. We stress that we do not use NP-reductions but rather build
highly efficient protocols to fit our needs.

3.3.2 Zero-Knowledge Arguments of Knowledge (ZK-AoKs) of Consistency. We first
describe five required interactive arguments which we rely on to prove statements required for the
M
π5P
M protocol. They are designed for use with the specified threshold ElGamal encryption scheme
(Section 2.2). We apply a standard construction outlined in Section 4 of this paper to transform
three-move arguments of knowledge and construct five-move ZK arguments of knowledge πDL ,
πisBit , πeqDL and πf in , respectively. All ZK-AoKs are executed between a prover P and a verifier V
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in five moves; we note that either Client or Server may execute the arguments of consistency as P
M ; it
while the other party will then execute as V . πDL is the only ZK-AoK used on its own in π5P
M
x
proves knowledge of a discrete logarithm of a public h = g . πisBIT is a ZK-AoK that proves that
an encryption is either of 0 or of 1; πeqDL is a ZK-AoK that proves that two discrete logarithms
are equal; and πf in is a ZK-AoK that proves that either two discrete logarithms are equal or that
P knows the discrete logarithm of a public h = g x . The five required interactive arguments are:
(a) AM01 , an AoK of Consistency for Matrix Formation 0/1: P , for an l × u matrix of encryptions,
E(M ), proves to V that each column of E(M ) contains encryptions of 0 and at most one 1.
(b) AM1 , an AoK of Consistency for Matrix Formation 0/1-1: P , for an l×u matrix of encryptions,
E(M ), proves to V that each row of E(M ) contains encryptions of 0 and exactly one 1.
(c) APD , an AoK of Consistency for Partial Decryption: P , for a vector of l encryptions, (xi , yi )
and a vector of their l partial decryptions (x0i , yi0 ), proves to V that the partial decryptions are
correctly constructed.
(d) ARand , an AoK of Consistency for Randomization: P , for a vector of l encryptions (xi , yi ) and
a vector of their exponentiations, (xri i , yiri ), proves to V that P knows ri for each i.
(e) AFD , an AoK of Consistency for Final Decryption: P , for a vector of l encryptions (xi , yi ),
their partial decryptions (x0i , yi0 ), and some g w , proves to V that either P has computed all the
partial decryptions correctly or that it possesses the discrete logarithm w of g w .
M
M
3.3.3 π5P
M Protocol Outline. We provide the details of π5P M by describing individual subprotocols that constitute it, πencr , πS,AV , πC,AV , πvec , πrand and πans . These subprotocols use the
interactive arguments described in Section 3.3.2 to prove various statements of consistency. We
denote comm(s) as the (perfectly hiding, computationally binding) commitment of s, which, using Pedersen commitments [34], is g s hr = comm(g, h, r, s). For the exact protocol specification of
M , including precisely how the subprotocols are interleaved so that π M
π5P
5P M requires only eight
M
rounds, see the Section 6.2; we will, however, mention here during which global rounds (1 through
8) in which these subprotocols occur.
We remark that in our construction of ZK arguments of knowledge from Σ protocols, whenever
a ZK subprotocol is required, the first two rounds of the five-round protocol can be completed in
M . Such “preprocessing” does not affect
parallel at the very beginning of the overall protocol π5P
M
security. Further, knowledge extraction used in the security proofs is not affected by this preprocessing.

πencr is a two =party protocol executed between Client and Server that initializes an additively homomorphic threshold encryption scheme (e.g., ElGamal) and also sets up an independent
“trapdoor” s∗ alluded to in Section 3.3.1 and required for the simulator in the security proof. In the
ElGamal case, for simplicity, we assume that Client and Server have already agreed on appropriate
prime q such that log q = O(k), Gq and g ∈ Gq . This subprotocol begins at the first global round
and ends at global round 6. Client chooses its secret key sC and trapdoor s∗ , and sets h1 ← g sC ,
∗
h∗ ← g s . Client sends h1 , h∗ to Server. Client executes two parallel instantiations of πDL proving
knowledge of the discrete logs of h1 and h∗ (i.e., sC and s∗ ). Then, Server chooses its secret key
sS , sets h2 ← g sS , and sends h2 to Client and executes πDL proving knowledge of the discrete
logarithm of h2 (i.e., sS ). Both parties set the public key to be h = h1 h2 = g sC +sS .
πC,AV is a two-party protocol executed between Client and Server which outputs to Client
an encrypted activation vector E(AVC ) corresponding to matching Client’s p against Server’s T .
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This subprotocol starts at global round 2 and ends at global round 6. First, Server constructs
MT ← GenMT (T ) as specified in Section 3.1. Then, Server encrypts MT and sends E(MT ) to
Client. Server also executes, for E(MT ), AM 1 to prove that E(MT ) is formatted correctly (namely,
that each row of E(MT ) has one encryption of a 1 per row and encryptions of 0 everywhere else.
Therefore, each row of E(MT ) corresponds to the encoding of exactly one element of the alphabet
Σ). Client then obtains E(AVC ) by computing E(P M5P M (MT , MCDV , m)) (see Section 2.3.2) and
then multiplying each encryption by E(−pt ) (where pt is the pattern-matching threshold), observing that the function P M5P M can be computed using encrypted E(MT ).

πS,AV is a two-party protocol executed between Client and Server which outputs to Server an
encrypted activation vector corresponding to matching Client’s p against Server’s T . This subprotocol starts at global round 3 and ends at global round 5, with ZK preprocessing occurring during
global rounds 1 and 2. Client encrypts MCDV and pt , and sends E(MCDV ) and E(pt ) to Server.
Client also executes AM 01 to prove that E(MCDV ) is formatted correctly (namely, E(MCDV ) consists of at most one encryption of 1 per column and consists of encryptions of 0 everywhere else.
This therefore ensures that there is at most one character delay value per distance). Server computes E(AVS ) by computing E(P M5P M (MT , MCDV , m)) and then multiplying each encryption by
H
E(−pt ) (this slightly differs from Server’s actions during π5P
M since the consistency proof of πvec
must also include subtraction of the pattern-matching threshold pt ).

πvec

is a two-party protocol executed between Client and Server that outputs to each party
whether their respective encrypted activation vectors are equal (without revealing their values).
This subprotocol begins at global round 3 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing occurring during global rounds 1, 2 and 3. Client computes E(AVC0 ) by multiplying each element of
AVC with an encryption of 0; Server computes E(AVS0 ) from E(AVS ) similarly. Client and Server
execute πV ecEQ (see Section 2.3.4) where Client has input E(AVC0 ) and Server has input E(AVS0 ).
In addition, whenever a party sends the other a partial decryption, they execute AP D to prove that
the execution is well formed. Note that the probability that πV ecEQ will complete without abort
for unequal vectors AVS and AVC is negligible ( 1q ).

πrand

is a two-party protocol executed between Client and Server that outputs to Client an
encrypted vector E(AVSr ) that contains randomizations of the values in non-matching (non-zero)
positions in E(AVS0 ). This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with
ZK preprocessing occurring during global rounds 2 and 3. Server computes E(AVSr ) from E(AVS0 )
by exponentiating each encryption in E(AVS0 ) by a random value. Server sends E(AVSr ) to Client
and executes Arand to prove that E(AVSr ) was obtained correctly from E(AVS0 ).

πans is a two-party protocol executed between Client and Server that outputs to Client the
randomization, AVSr , of Server’s activation vector AVS . Note that AVSr will have a 0 wherever there
is a match; every non-matching entry will contain a random element. Client is assumed to already
know E(AVSr ). This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with ZK
preprocessing occurring during global rounds 2 and 3. We present a slightly modified version of the
M
actual subprotocol used because in practice this protocol must be rearranged slightly to keep π5P
M
r
at 8 rounds (see Section 6.2 for details). Server sends DS (E(AVS )) to Client and executes AF D
to prove that either DS (E(AVSr )) was obtained correctly or that Server knows s∗ (for h∗ sent by
Client in the first round of πencr ). Client aborts if it does not accept AF D and otherwise obtains
AVSr by computing DC (DS (E(AVSr ))).
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M
3.3.4 Protocol Efficiency and Security. Overall the bandwidth of π5P
M is dominated by the
O(m|Σ|) encrypted values that Client sends to Server in πS,AV and O(n|Σ|) encrypted values that
Server sends to Client in πC,AV and πans . Since alphabet size, |Σ|, is constant, we obtain the desired
bandwidth, including the ZK protocols, of O((m + n)k 2 ) for security parameter k and total number
of encryptions of O(m + n). In particular, when Client hides pattern size, the corresponding pattern
will have length n, and therefore the bandwidth complexity is O(nk 2 ). Computational complexity
for Client is dominated by the subprotocol πC,AV , where Client performs O(mn) exponentiations of
encrypted elements, and computational complexity for Server is dominated by subprotocols πS,AV ,
where Server performs O(mn) multiplications of encrypted elements, and πvec and πans , where
O(nk) exponentiations are needed for the ZK protocols.
M
Theorem 2. Assuming that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem is hard, π5P
M is secure
in the malicious (static corruption) model.

See Section 7 for a detailed security proof.

4

Converting Σ protocols to Zero-Knowledge Arguments of Knowledge
(ZK-AoKs)

Here, we describe the construction used to convert a Σ protocol into an efficient zero-knowledge
argument of knowledge. We first provide the necessary definitions. We then give a construction of
an efficient extractable equivocable commitment scheme. We finally use this scheme to construct a
zero-knowledge argument of knowledge from a Σ protocol for the same relation. We note that an
algorithm is expected PPT if it is a probabilistic algorithm that runs in expected polynomial time.
4.1

Definitions

Let R be a binary relation where for all (x, w) ∈ R, |w| ∈ poly(|x|). w is called the witness for
x. Consider an interactive argument consisting of a pair of PPT algorithms (P, V ) (thought of as
probabilistic next-message functions). x is known to both P and V , while w is only known to P .
Informally, P proves to V that there is a w such that (x, w) ∈ R. We consider interactive protocols
that have the following specification:
a. P sends message a, |a| ∈ poly(|x|).
b. V selects message e ∈ {0, 1}poly(|x|) uniformly at random and sends e to P . We denote e as the
challenge.
c. P sends a reply z ∈ {0, 1}poly(|x|) .
Note that this interaction is public coin for V . Based on the tuple (also called a conversation)
(a, e, z), V either accepts or rejects. For any x, we call a conversation (a, e, z) that V accepts an
accepting conversation.
Definition 1. A 3-move interactive protocol Π = (P, V ) of the above specification is said to be a
Σ protocol for a relation R if it satisfies the following properties:
a. Completeness: On common input x, if the honest prover P has as private input w such that
(x, w) ∈ R, then honest V always accepts.
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b. Special Soundness: For any common input x and any pair of accepting conversations (a, e, z)
and (a, e0 , z 0 ) for x where e 6= e0 , there exists a w that can be computed in polynomial time such
that (x, w) ∈ R.
c. Special Honest-Verifier Zero-Knowledge (SHVZK): There exists a PPT M that on input x and
a properly formatted e outputs an accepting conversation of the form (a, e, z) with the same
probability distribution (over e) as conversations between honest P and honest V .
Definition 2. An interactive protocol for a relation R consisting of a pair of PPT algorithms
(P, V ) is an argument of knowledge with knowledge error κ if the following properties are satisfied:
a. Completeness: On common input x, if the honest prover P has as private input w such that
(x, w) ∈ R, then honest V always accepts.
b. Knowledge Soundness: There exists a (expected) PPT E called the knowledge extractor which,
given input x and oracle (black-box) access to P , attempts to compute w such that (x, w) ∈ R.
For any prover P ∗ , let (x) be the probability that V accepts on input x. Then there exists a
constant c such that whenever (x) > κ(x), E will output a correct w in expected time at most
|x|c
∗
(x)−κ(x) where an individual oracle call to P is considered as one step.
κ can be thought of as the probability that V can be convinced that there exists a w such that
(x, w) ∈ R even if such a pair does not exist.
Lemma 3 ([35]) Let Π be a Σ protocol for relation R where the challenge e is drawn uniformly
at random from {0, 1}t . Then Π is a proof of knowledge with knowledge error 2−t .
Remark 1. Lemma 3 holds because Definition 4.1 includes the special soundness property. Σ protocols that only have standard soundness will not always satisfy the lemma.
Definition 3. For any binary relation R, an interactive protocol consisting of a pair of PPT algorithms (P, V ) is a zero-knowledge argument if it satisfies the following properties:
a. Completeness: On common input x, if the honest prover P has as private input w satisfying
(x, w) ∈ R, then honest V always accepts.
b. Soundness: For all x such that there does not exist a w with (x, w) ∈ R, V will only accept with
negligible probability.
c. Zero-Knowledge: For all PPT V ∗ , there is a PPT simulator M with oracle access to V ∗ such
that, given input x and V ∗ ’s auxiliary input, V ∗ ’s view of its interaction with real P is computationally indistinguishable from V ∗ ’s view of its interaction with M .
We demonstrate that any Σ protocol for a binary relation R can be converted into a ZK argument
of knowledge for R. We first construct an extractable equivocable commitment scheme and use this
scheme together with the Σ protocol specification for the ZK-AoK construction.
4.2

Extractable Equivocable Commitment Schemes

To construct a ZK-AoK from a Σ protocol, an efficient extractable equivocable commitment scheme
will be required. Such a scheme is an interactive protocol between a PPT committer C and a
PPT receiver R consisting of three functions: EComSet instantiates the commitment scheme, com
computes the commitment, and EComV er verifies that decommitment is valid. More specifically,
R, for a security parameter k, computes (pk, t) ← EComSet(1k ) and sends pk to C. C computes
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c ← com(s, r, pk) for message s and randomness r and sends c to R as its commitment to m. To
decommit, C sends (r, m) to R. R computes {0, 1} ← EComV er(m, r, c, pk), accepts if 1 is output
and rejects otherwise.
Definition 4. A computationally binding equivocable commitment scheme is a pair of PPT algorithms (R, C) that interact as above and satisfy the following properties.
a. Statistically Hiding: For pk correctly constructed and any messages s and s0 , the distributions
of com(s, r, pk) and com(s0 , r0 , pk) are statistically indistinguishable over the choice of random
input (e.g., r and r0 ).
b. Computationally Binding: For any PPT algorithm C running in expected time polynomial in
k, the probability that C on input pk can compute a tuple (s, r, s0 , r0 ) such that com(s, r, pk) =
commit(s0 , r0 , pk) with s 6= s0 is negligible in k.
c. Equivocable: There is a PPT algorithm S that, on inputs t, pk, any commitment c and any accepting decommitment (s, r) to c, can construct for any valid s0 an r0 such that c = com(s0 , r0 , pk).
An equivocable commitment scheme is extractable if there is a PPT algorithm E that, upon oracle
access to R, is able to obtain a trapdoor t in expected polynomial time.
We now give a construction of an equivocable commitment scheme, EP, based on Pedersen
commitments [34]. We assume that the receiver R and committer C have already agreed on a
prime order group Gq and generator g ∈ Gq . The committer C has a message s. For b ∈ {0, 1}, we
denote b̄ = 1 − b.
EP - Commitment:
EP-1: R chooses for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 0 ≤ j ≤ 1, x1,0 , x1,1 , ... , xk,0 , xk,1 ∈ Zq uniformly and
independently at random and sets hi,j ← g xi,j . R sends (h1,0 , h1,1 , ..., hk,0 , hk,1 ) to C.
EP-2: C chooses e ∈ {0, 1}k . C chooses r1 , ...rk ∈ Zq uniformly and independently at random.
1
k
C sets c = hr1,e
· ... · hrk,e
· g s ← comGq ,g,h1,e1 ,..,hk,ek (s, r1 , ..rk ). C sends e and c to R.
1
k
EP-3: R sends (x1,ē1 , ..., xk,ēk ) to C.
C checks that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, hi,ēi = g xi,ēi . If not, C aborts.
EP - Decommitment
EP-4: C sends s, r1 , ..., rk .
1
k
EP-5: R verifies that c = hr1,e
· ... · hrk,e
· g s and aborts if equality does not hold.
1
k
The above EP protocol has bandwidth complexity O(k 2 ) and computational complexity O(k 2 log2 k).
Just like Pedersen commitments, this commitment scheme is statistically hiding and computationally binding.
We show that knowledge of any discrete logarithm xi,j from the public key together with a
valid decommitment would allow S to open commitments to any value. Indeed, let the public key
be (h1,e1 , ..., hk,ek ), where hi,ei = g xi . Without loss of generality, suppose S obtained x1 and also
obtained c, s, r1 , ..., rk such that c = com(s, r1 , ..., rk , pk). Let s0 be any message. S sets ri0 = ri for
0
2 ≤ i ≤ k and sets r10 = s+x1xr11 −s mod q. Then com(s0 , r10 , r2 , ..., rk ) = c = com(s, r1 , ..., rk ).
To demonstrate that this scheme is extractable, for any R we construct a simulator MR . MR
runs EP honestly with R through EP-3, then rewinds to EP-2 and sends a new e0 ∈ {0, 1}k to R.
Since e0 6= e, MR obtains some discrete logarithm xi,j of the public key (h1,e1 , ..., hk,ek ) and therefore
can decommit to any s0 . We require many possible trapdoors because the probability that R can
both complete the EP protocol (namely the step EP-3) and not know or abort when asked for the
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discrete logarithm of any of the hi,j s is roughly the same probability that MR will fail to extract
a trapdoor since knowledge of the discrete logarithms occurs at EP-3; therefore, we require many
trapdoors to ensure that the probability that R sends an invalid response at EP-3 is negligible in
the security parameter.
4.3

Construction of a ZK-AoK from Σ Protocols

We give a construction for how to transform a three-move Σ argument of knowledge Σrel for a
binary relation Rrel into a five-move ZK argument of knowledge πrel for Rrel using the extractable
equivocable commitment scheme EP described in Section 4.2. Recall from Section 4.1 that we
denote the transcript for a Σ protocol as (a, e, z), where e is chosen uniformly at random by V .
We assume that V and P have already agreed on a multiplicative group Gq with prime order q
and generator g ∈ Gq . P (x, w) ∈ Rrel ; V possesses x. We denote the following construction by
Σ-ZK-AoK, which consists of the following steps:
rel-1: P executes EP-1 acting as receiver.
rel-2: V selects e according to the second message of Σrel . V executes EP-2 using e as the value
being committed.
rel-3: P computes a according to the first message specification of Σrel . P executes EP-3 and also
sends a to V .
rel-4: V executes EP-4, opening e.
rel-5: P executes EP-5 and aborts if P does not accept. P computes z according to the third
message specification of Σrel in response to a, e and x. P sends z to V .
rel-6: V verifies (a, e, z) according to Σrel .
πrel has bandwidth complexity O(k 2 ) and computational complexity O(k 2 log2 k) in addition to
that of Σrel .
Lemma 1. If Σrel is a Σ-protocol, then πrel is a ZK argument of knowledge.
Proof: Completeness. Completeness follows from the completeness of Σrel .
Soundness. To demonstrate soundness, assume that there exists an x such that there is no
w with (x, w) ∈ Rrel and yet V accepts πrel with non-negligible probability. Let (a, e, z) be the
transcript for Σrel contained within πrel . Then it follows that Σrel has a verifier V that accepts a
transcript with non-negligible probability for the same x. This implies that there are at least two
distinct challenges e and e0 such that P can produce accepting transcripts (a, e, z) and (a, e0 , z 0 )
for Σrel within πrel (in fact, there must be a non-negligible number of such challenges). However,
by special soundness of Σrel , a w can be computed in polynomial time from these transcripts such
that (x, w) ∈ Rrel . But such a w does not exist, which leads to a contradiction.
To demonstrate that πrel is zero-knowledge, for any verifier V ∗ , we describe the simulator
MV . MV acts as an honest prover for steps rel-1 through rel-4. At step rel-4, MV receives V ∗ ’s
challenge e. MV then, by the SHVZK property of Σrel , computes (a, z) such that (a, e, z) is an
accepting transcript for x. Note that in particular, the fact that Σ protocols are special honest
verifier zero knowledge is important, as it implies the ability to construct correct transcripts for
arbitrary (pre-selected) distributions of verifier messages. MV rewinds to step rel-3 where it sends
a (as well as executes EP-3) and executes the rest of πrel honestly. In particular, MV sends z at
step rel-5. V ∗ ’s view of its interaction with P is indistinguishable from its view of its interaction
with MV because V ∗ cannot affect the distribution of its challenges based on P ’s messages since V ∗
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commits to its challenge (in a perfectly binding fashion) before it receives the first message of Σrel .
Since the distribution of e is not affected by initial messages, MV ’s transcript of Σrel within πrel
is computationally indistinguishable from P ’s output for Σrel by the special honest-verifier zeroknowledge (SHVZK) property of Σrel . Computational indistinguishability of the whole transcript
follows.
To show the existence of a knowledge extractor, EP , for each P , let Erel,P be the knowledge
extractor for Σrel and let SP be the trapdoor extractor for the commitment scheme EP . EP
then runs ZK-AoK using S as a subprotocol to extract the trapdoor for EP . EP then rewinds
to rel-4, after P has already instantiated the commitment scheme and sent its initial message a
for Σrel , and changes its challenge for Σrel according to the specification of Erel,P . Note that EP
will have to decommit to multiple challenges for Σrel at step rel-4 in order to execute Erel,P as
a subprotocol. However, since EP possesses the trapdoor for EP and EP is equivocable, EP can
decommit (e.g., construct messages for EP-4) to whatever challenge Erel,P specifies. Since S can
extract the trapdoor in polynomial time, and ErelP can extract the witness for Σrel in (expected)
polynomial time, EP can extract the witness for πrel in (expected) polynomial time.
Remark 2. We note that above, the zero-knowledge simulator MV was able to interact with V
without actually knowing the witness w for x. This is because of the simulation soundness of Σrel ;
namely, since a simulator can produce accepting transcripts only by seeing the Verifier’s challenge
there (and without seeing w), MV can produce proper transcripts for πrel without ever knowing w.
Such a property is called simulation soundness and will be useful for a security reduction needed
M
for π5P
M (see Section 7.3.3).

5

Required Σ Protocols

In this section we outline specific Σ protocols needed for the malicious model version of 5P M ,
M . These three-move protocols are executed between a PPT prover (P ) and a PPT verifier
π5P
M
(V ) and are used to construct zero-knowledge arguments of knowledge using the transformation in
Section 4.3. For each Σ protocol, we first describe the relation demonstrated by P , and then we
describe the three protocol messages exchanged between P and V . We note that with the exception
of Σf in , the security of each of the following Σ protocols is proven in the places in which they are
cited; the security of Σf in follows since it is a standard example of an OR Σ protocol of two Σ
protocols already shown here (for more, see [35]).
1. ΣDL , Proving Knowledge of Discrete Logs [36]: For g and h = g x , P demonstrates
knowledge of witness x. The relation RDL is ((Gq , q, g, h), x) ∈ RDL if h = g x . The Σ protocol steps
are:
-

ΣDL−1 :
ΣDL−2 :
ΣDL−3 :
ΣDL−4 :

P
V
P
V

chooses r ∈ Zq and sets a ← g r . P sends a to V .
chooses a challenge c ∈ Zq and sends c to P .
sets z ← r + cx and sends z to V .
checks that g z = ahc and aborts if not.

2. ΣeqDL , Proving Equality of Discrete Logs [30]: For g, h, x, y ∈ Gq , P demonstrates
knowledge of a witness w such that x = g w and y = hw . The relation ReqDL is ((Gq , q, g1 , g2 , h1 , h2 ), w) ∈
ReqDL if h1 = g1w and h2 = g2w . The Σ protocol steps are:
- ΣeqDL−1 : P chooses r ∈ Zq and sets (a, b) ← (g r , hr ). P sends (a, b) to V .
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- ΣeqDL−2 : V chooses c ∈ Zq and sends c to P .
- ΣeqDL−3 : P sets z ← r + wc and sends z to V .
- ΣeqDL−4 : V checks that g z = axc and that hz = by c and aborts if not.
3. ΣisBit , Proving Encryption of 0 or 1 [37]: P demonstrates that it possesses an ElGamal
encryption of m ∈ {0, 1} with generators g, public key h and randomness r (recall that encryption
of m is of the form (g r , g m hr ) = (x, y)). P proves that either logg x = logh y or logg x = logh y/g.
The relation RisBit is ((Gq , q, g, h, α, β), (b, r)) ∈ RisBit if (α, β) = (g r , g b hr ) and b ∈ {0, 1}. The Σ
protocol steps are:
- ΣisBit−1 :
– If m = 1: P chooses r1 , d1 , w2 ∈ Zq and sets a1 ← hr1 (ghr )−d1 , a2 ← hw2 .
– If m = 0: P chooses w1 , r2 , d2 ∈ Zq and sets a1 ← hw1 , a2 ← hr2 (hr g −1 )−d2 .
P sends (a1 , a2 ) to V .
- ΣisBit−2 : V chooses c ∈ Zq and sends c to P .
- ΣisBit−3 :
– If m = 1: P sets d2 ← c − d1 , r2 ← w2 + rd2 .
– If m = 0: P sets d1 ← c − d2 , r1 ← w1 + rd1 .
P sends (d1 , d2 , r1 , r2 ) to V .
- ΣisBit−4 : V verifies that c = d1 + d2 , hr1 = a1 (g m hr )d1 and hr2 = a2 (g m−1 hr )d2 and aborts
if not.
4. Σf in , Proving Equality of Discrete Logarithmss Or Knowledge of Discrete Logarithm: P demonstrates for g, h, g1 , h1 , g2 , h2 ∈ Gq that either it knows the value logg1 h1 = logg2 h2
or he knows x such that h = g x given g. The relation Rf in is ((Gq , q, g1 , g2 , h1 , h2 , g, h), (α, x)) ∈
Rf in if either (DLE): h1 = g1α and h2 = g2α or (DL:) h = g x . The Σ protocol steps are:
- Σfin−1 :
– If DLE: P chooses r1 , d1 , w2 ∈ Zq and sets a1 ← g r1 h−d1 , a2 ← g1w2 and a3 ← g2w2 .
2
2
– If DL: P chooses w1 , r2 , d2 ∈ Zq and sets a1 ← g w1 , a2 ← g1r2 h−d
and a3 ← g2r2 h−d
1
2 .
P sends (g1 , h1 , g2 , h2 , g, h, a1 , a2 , a3 ) to V .
- Σfin−2 : V choses c ∈ Zq and sends c to P .
- Σfin−3 :
– If DLE: P sets d2 ← c − d1 , r2 ← w2 + αd2 .
– If DL: P sets d1 ← c − d2 , r1 ← w1 + xd1 .
P sends (d1 , d2 , r1 , r2 ) to V .
- Σfin−4 : V verifies that d1 + d2 = c, g r1 = a1 hd1 , g1r2 = a2 hd12 , and g2r2 = a3 hd22 and aborts if
not.

6

M
Detailed π5P
M Specification

M .
We provide here the detailed protocol specification of the malicious model version of 5P M , π5P
M
First, we must specify the various zero-knowledge arguments of consistency that are required.

6.1

Arguments of Knowledge of Consistency

We first describe five required interactive arguments which we rely on to prove statements required
M
in the π5P
M protocol. They are designed for use with the specified threshold ElGamal encryption
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scheme (Section 2.2). We apply the Σ-ZK-AoK construction outlined in Section 4 to transform the
three-move arguments of knowledge outlined in Section 5 to construct the five-move ZK arguments
of knowledge πDL , πisBit , πeqDL and πf in . All arguments are executed between a prover P and a
M ; it proves knowledge of a discrete
verifier V . πDL is the only ZK-AoK used on its own in π5P
M
logarithm of a public h = g x . πisBIT is a ZK-AoK that proves that an encryption is either of 0 or
of 1; πeqDL is a ZK-AoK that proves that two discrete logarithms are equal; and πf in is a ZK-AoK
that proves that either two discrete logarithms are equal or that P knows the discrete logarithm
of a public h = g x . The five required interactive arguments are:
AM01 , an AoK of Consistency for Matrix Formation 0/1: In this interactive argument, P sends
an l × u matrix of encryptions, E(M ). P demonstrates to V that each column in E(M ) contains
at most one encryption of 1, and the rest of the encryptions are of 0. We assume that P has sent
E(M ) to V . We denote by AM 01 the five-move interactive argument where P proves to V using
(l + 1)u parallel instantiations of πisBit that each entry of E(M ) is an encryption of either 0 or
1 and that each column-wise product of E(M ) is an encryption of either 0 or 1. If V accepts the
argument AM 01 , then it accepts that each column is made up of entries that are either 0 or 1 and
sum up to 0 or 1; therefore, each column contains encryptions of 0 and at most one 1.
AM1 , an AoK of Consistency for Matrix Formation 0/1-1: Similar to the above interactive
argument, P sends an l × u matrix of encryptions, E(M ). P demonstrates to V that (unlike the
above argument) each row in E(M ) contains exactly one encryption of 1 and the rest are encryptions of 0. To prove that an encryption (x, y) is of 1, P sends y 0 = y/g and uses πDL to prove
that logg x = logh y 0 . V then can see that (x, y) is an encryption of 1 only if y/y 0 = g. We assume
that P has sent E(M ) to V . We denote by AM 1 the five-move interactive argument where P sends
(xi , yi0 ) for each of the row-wise products, (xi , yi ), of E(M ) and then P proves to V using l · u
instantiations of πisBit that each entry of E(M ) is an encryption of a 0 or a 1 and proves to V using
u instantiations of πDL that each row-wise product of E(M ) is an encryption of a 1. If V accepts
the argument AM 1 , then it accepts that each row is made up of entries that are either 0 or 1 and
sum to 1; therefore, each row contains encryptions of 0 and exactly one 1.
APD , an AoK of Consistency for Partial Decryption: In this interactive argument, P possesses
and sends a vector of l encryptions (xi , yi ) and a vector of their l partial decryptions (xi , yi /xsi P ),
where sP is P ’s private key. P demonstrates to V that he has computed the partial decryptions correctly. We assume that P has already sent the vector of l encryptions and l partial decryptions and
that V already knows g sP . We denote by AP D the five-move interactive argument where P sends,
for each i, xsi P , and proves to V using l parallel instantiations of πeqDL , that logg g sP = logxi xsi P .
ARand , an AoK of Consistency for Randomization: In this interactive argument, P possesses
and sends a vector of l encryptions (xi , yi ) and a vector of their randomizations, (xri i , yiri ), to V
and demonstrates knowledge of ri for each i. P proves, using πeqDL , that logxi xri i = logyi yirI for
each i. We assume that P has already sent the l encryptions and l randomizations. We denote by
ARand the five-move interactive argument where P proves to V , using l parallel instantiations of
πeqDL , that each of the l randomizations is formatted correctly.
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AFD , an AoK of Consistency for Final Decryption: In this interactive argument, P possesses
and sends a vector of l encryptions (xi , yi ), their partial decryptions (xi , yi /xsi P ) as well as g w to
V and demonstrates that either P has computed their partial decryptions (xi , yi /xsi P ) correctly
or that he possesses the discrete logarithm w of g w . We denote by AF D the five-move interactive
argument where P proves, using l parallel instantiations of πf in , that either the l encryptions (xi , yi )
has been partially decrypted correctly or that P knows the discrete logarithm of g w .
6.2

M
π5P
M Protocol Specification

M , consists of the following six subprotocols:
The eight round protocol for the malicious model, π5P
M
(a) πencr : initializes an additively homomorphic threshold encryption scheme.
(b) πS,AV : allows Server to construct an encrypted activation vector for Client’s encrypted pattern
and Server’s text.
(c) πC,AV : allows Client to also construct an encrypted activation vector for Client’s pattern and
Server’s encrypted text.
(d) πvec : allows Client and Server to verify that their activation vectors are equal without revealing
them.
(e) πrand : allows Server to send an encryption of its randomized activation vector to Client.
(f) πans : demonstrates to Client where the pattern matches the text (if at all).
M
In what follows, we describe π5P
M by specifying in detail the individual subprotocols that are
required and specifying for each subprotocol where each round of the subprotocol occurs in the
M . Table 6 contains the notation used to describe the subprotocols in
overall (global) rounds of π5P
M
Tables 7 to 12. The required subprotocols utilize the interactive arguments described in Section 6.1
to prove various statements; these arguments are all five-move protocols between a prover (P ) and
V,j
a verifier (V ), where, for instance, AP,i
M 1 and AM 1 denote the ith and jth messages sent by P and V ,
respectively, in interactive argument AM 1 . We denote comm(s) as shorthand for the commitment
of s which, using Pedersen commitments [34], is g s hr = comm(g, h, r, s).
We remark that in our construction of ZK arguments of knowledge from Σ protocols, whenever
a ZK subprotocol is required, the first two rounds of the five-round protocol can be completed in
M . Such “preprocessing” will not affect
parallel at the very beginning of the overall protocol π5P
M
security since these rounds do not involve any Σ protocol-related information from P , and as long as
V commits to his Σ protocol challenge prior to seeing P ’s first message of the underlying Σ protocol
(see Section 4 for details of the ZK constructions and Section 7 for a proof that preprocessing does
not affect security).

p = Pattern of length m
AVi = Activation vector of party i
AVi0 = Blinded activation vector
skC = Client’s secret key
pt = Pattern match threshold
i,j
πrel
(x) = Party i’s jth message of πrel for x
Di () = Partial decryption by party i
s∗ = Simulator trapdoor
Ai,j
rel (x) =Player i’s jth message of Arel for x

T = Text of length n
AVSr = Randomized activation vector
MCDV = Matrix encoding of p in terms of Σ
skS = Server’s secret key
h, i = Inner product over Gq
E() = Additively homomorphic encryption
h = Threshold public key
MT = Matrix encoding of T in terms of Σ

Table 6. Notation used in subprotocols in Tables 7 through 12
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Global
Round

Client

1

sC , s∗ ∈ Zq , h1 ← g sC , h∗ ← g s

∗

h1 ,h∗ ,π

P,1

(h1 ),π

Server

P,1

(h∗ )

−−−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−→
h2 ,π

P,1

(h2 ),π

V,1

(h1 ),π

V,1

(h∗ )

DL
←−−−
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−− sS ∈ Zq , h2 ← g sS , h = h1 h2

2
3

Messages

h = h1 h2

π

P,2

(h1 ),π

P,2

(h∗ ),π

V,1

(h2 )

−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−→
π

P,2

(h2 ),π

V,2

(h1 ),π

V,2

(h∗ )

4

DL
←−−
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−

5

−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−−DL
−−−−−→

6

π

P,3

(h1 ),π

P,3

(h∗ ),π

V,2

(h2 )

P,3
πDL (h2 )

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Table 7. Subprotocol πencr

πencr , shown in Table 7, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server that initializes a threshold
ElGamal encryption scheme. For simplicity, we assume that Client and Server have already agreed
on Gq and g ∈ Gq . Client input is Gq , g ∈ Gq . Server input is Gq , g ∈ Gq . Output to Client is
∗
h = g sC g sS . Output to Server is h = g sC g sS , h∗ = g s . This subprotocol begins at the first global
round and ends at global round 6.
∗
– At global round 1 Client chooses sC , s∗ ∈ Zq and sets h1 ← g sC , h∗ ← g s . Client sends h1 , h∗
P,1
proving knowledge of the
to Server. Client sends the Server two parallel instantiations of πDL
∗
∗
discrete logs of h1 and h (e.g., of sC and s ). The last message of Client’s instantiations of
πDL is exchanged at global round 5.
– At global round 2 Server chooses sS ∈ Zq and sets h2 ← g sS . Server sends h2 to Client, as
P,1
well as πDL
, proving knowledge of the discrete logarithm of h2 (e.g., of sS ). The last message
of Server’s πDL is sent at global round 6. Both parties set the public key to be h = h1 h2 .
πC,AV , shown in Table 8, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server which outputs to Client
an encrypted activation vector corresponding to matching Client’s p against Server’s T . Client input
is pattern p, threshold pt . Server input is text T and MT , which is the |Σ| × n matrix encoding T in
terms of Σ (see Section 3.1). Server receives no output. Output to Client is E(AVC ), an encrypted
activation vector corresponding to matching p against T . This subprotocol starts at global round
2 and ends at global round 6.
– At global round 2 Server sends E(MT ) to Client. Server also sends, for E(MT ), AP,1
M 1 to prove
that E(MT ) is formatted correctly. The last message of Server’s AM 1 is exchanged at global
round 6.
– During global round 3, Client computes E(AVC ) from E(MT ), MCDV for p, and pt by first
computing MCDV · E(MT ). This can be performed by recognizing that one can obtain an encryption of the inner product over Zq of an unencryptedP
vector (x1 , ..., xm ) with an encrypted
vector (E(y1 ), ..., E(ym )) by computing ΠE(yi )xi = E( xi yi ) (see Section 2.3.2).

πS,AV , shown in Table 9, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server which outputs to
Server an encrypted activation vector corresponding to matching Client’s p against Server’s T .
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Global
Round

Client

Messages
E(MT ),A

(E(MT ))

1
←−−−−−−M
−−
−−−−−− MT ← T , E(MT ) ← MT

2
3

P,1

Server

A

V,1

(E(MT ))

M1
−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−→

E(AVC ) ← MCDV , pt , E(MT )

A

P,2

(E(MT ))

4

M1
←−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−

5

M1
−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−→

6

M1
←−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−

A

V,2

A

(E(MT ))

P,3

(E(MT ))

Table 8. Subprotocol πC,AV

Global
Round

Client

Messages
A

P,1

Server

(E(MCDV ))

1

01
−−−−−M
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−→

2

M 01
←−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3

A

V,1

(E(MCDV ))

E(MCDV ),A

P,2

(E(MCDV ))

M 01
E(MCDV ) ← CDV , E(pt ) ← pt −−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−→
V,2
AM 01 (E(MCDV

))

4

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− E(AVS ) ← T, E(MCDV ), E(pt )

5

01
−−−−−M
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−→

A

P,3

(E(MCDV ))

Table 9. Subprotocol πS,AV

Client input is pattern p, MCDV for p, and pt , the matching threshold. Server input is T . Client
receives no output. Output to Server is E(AVS ), an encrypted activation vector corresponding to
matching p against T . This subprotocol starts at global round 3 and ends at global round 5, with
ZK preprocessing occurring during global rounds 1 and 2.
– At global round 3 Client sends E(MCDV ) and E(pt ) to Server. Client also sends AP,2
M 01 to prove
P,1
V,1
that E(MCDV ) is formatted correctly, where AM 01 and AM 01 occur during global rounds 1
and 2, respectively. The last message of Client’s AM 01 is sent at global round 5.
– During global round 4, using E(MCDV ), T and E(pt ), Server computes E(AVS ) (see step 5
in Section 3.2.2).

πvec , shown in Table 10, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server that outputs to each party
the results of whether their respective encrypted activation vectors are equal (without revealing
their values). Client input is E(AVC ), E(AVC0 ) which is constructed from E(AVC ) by multiplying
each element by an encryption of 0. Server input is E(AVS ), E(AVS0 ) which is constructed from
E(AVS ) by multiplying each element by an encryption of 0. Output to both Client and Server is
results of whether AVC = AVS or not. This subprotocol begins at global round 3 and ends at global
round 8, with ZK preprocessing occurring during global rounds 1, 2 and 3. h·, ·i denotes the inner
product over Zq .
– At global round 3 Client chooses r1 ∈ Zn−m+1
and r10 ∈ Zq . Client computes E(AVC0 ) by
q
multiplying each element of AVC with an encryption of 0, thus blinding the ciphertext. Client
generates comm(E(AVC0 )), comm(r1 ), and comm(E(r10 )) and sends them to Server.
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– At global round 4 Server chooses r2 ∈ Zn−m+1
and r20 ∈ Zq . Server computes E(AVS0 ) by
q
multiplying each element of AVS by an encryption of 0, thus blinding the ciphertext. Server
sends r2 , E(r20 ), E(AVS0 ) to Client.
– At global round 5 Client sets r = r1 + r2 and E(r0 ) = E(r10 + r20 ). Client computes z1 =
E(hAVC , ri + r0 ) and z2 = E(hAVS , ri + r0 ). Client opens the commitments of E(AVC0 ), r1 ,
and E(r10 ) to Server. Client sends z1 and z2 to Server. Client computes partial decryptions
DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) and sends DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) to Server, as well as AP,2
P D , to prove that the
V,1
partial decryptions DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) are computed correctly, whereas messages AP,1
P D and AP D
are sent during global rounds 1 and 2, respectively. Execution of Client’s AP D continues until
global round 7.
– At global round 6 Server obtains z1 , z2 from DC (z1 ) and DC (z2 ). Server aborts if z1 6= z2 .
Server sets r = r1 + r2 and E(r0 ) = E(r10 + r20 ). Server computes z1 = E(hAVC , ri + r0 )
and z2 = E(hAVS , ri + r0 ). Server computes partial decryptions DS (z1 ), DS (z2 ) and sends
DS (z1 ) and DS (z2 ) to Client, as well as AP,2
P D , to prove that the partial decryptions DS (z1 ),
V,1
DS (z2 ) are computed correctly, whereas AP,1
P D and AP D are sent during global rounds 2 and
3, respectively. Execution of Server’s AP D continues until global round 8.
– At global round 7 Client obtains z1 , z2 from DS (z1 ) and DS (z2 ). Client aborts if z1 6= z2 .
Since r and r0 are uniform, the probability that z1 and z2 have equal decryptions for unequal
vectors is negligible ( 1q ).

πrand , shown in Table 11, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server that outputs to Client
an encrypted vector E(AVSr ) that contains randomizations of the values in non-matching (non-zero)
positions in E(AVS0 ). Client input is nothing. Server input is E(AVS0 ). Output to Client is E(AVSr ).
Server receives no output. Client is assumed to already know E(AVS0 ). This subprotocol starts at
global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing occurring during global rounds
2 and 3.
– At global round 6 Server computes E(AVSr ) from E(AVS0 ) by exponentiating each encryption
in E(AVS0 ) by a random value. Server sends E(AVSr ) to Client and sends AP,2
rand to prove that
P,1
V,1
0
r
E(AVS ) was obtained correctly from E(AVS ), where Arand and Arand are sent during global
rounds 2 and 3, respectively . The last message of Server’s Arand is exchanged at global round
8.
πans , shown in Table 12, is a two-party protocol for Client and Server that outputs to Client

the randomization, AVSr , of Server’s activation vector AVS . Client input is none. Server input
is E(AVSr ). Server receives no output. Output for Client is AVSr . Client is assumed to already
know E(AVSr ). This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with ZK
preprocessing occurring during global rounds 2 and 3.
– At global round 6 Server sends comm(DS (E(AVSr ))). Server also sends the message comm(AP,2
F D ),
r
where AF D is the argument to prove that either DS (E(AVS )) was obtained correctly or that
Server knows s∗ (for h∗ sent by Client in the first global round during πencr ), whereas AP,1
FD
and AV,1
are
sent
during
global
rounds
2
and
3,
respectively.
FD
V,2
– At global round 7 Client sends AV,2
F D to Server (our AoKs are public coin so AF D is not
P,2
determined byAF D ).
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8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Global
Round
P,1

(DC (z1 )),A

P,1

(DC (z2 ))

(DS (z1 )),A

P,1

(DS (z2 )),A

V,1

(DC (z1 )),A

V,1

(DC (z2 ))

V,1

0
decom(E(AV 0 )),decom(r1 ),decom(E(r1
))

S
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

0
E(AV 0 ),r2 ,E(r2
)

AP D (DS (z1 )),AP D (DS (z2 ))

V,1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

0
0
comm(E(AVC
)),comm(r1 ),comm(E(r1
))

PD
←−P−D−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−P−D−−−−−−−−−P−D−−−−−−−

A

P,1

PD
PD
−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

A

Messages

?

DC (DS (z1 )) = DC (DS (z2 ))

z1 ← E(hAVC , ri + r ),
z2 ← E(hAVS , ri + r0 )
DC (z1 ) ← z1 , DC (z2 ) ← z2

0

P,2

P,2

(DS (z1 )),A

P,2

(DS (z2 ))

?

r2 ∈ Zn−m+1
, r20 ∈ Zq ,
q
0
← r2 , E(AVS0 ) ← E(AVS )
E(r20 )

Server

P,3

(DC (z1 )),A

P,3

(DC (z2 )),A

V,2

(DS (z1 )),A

V,2

(DS (z2 ))

Table 10. Subprotocol πvec

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

P,3
P,3
AP D (DS (z1 )),AP D (DS (z2 ))

PD
PD
−−P−D−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−P−D
−−−−−−→

A

V,2
V,2
AP D (DC (z1 )),AP D (DC (z2 ))

z1 ← E(hAVC , ri + r0 ),
z2 ← E(hAVS , ri + r0 )
DS (z1 ) ← z1 , DS (z2 ) ← z2

PD
D
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−P−−
−−−−−−−−− DS (DC (z1 )) = DS (DC (z2 )), r ← r1 + r2

z1 ,z2 ,DS (z1 ),DS (z2 ),A

z1 ,z2 ,DC (z1 ),DC (z2 ),AP D (DC (z1 )),AP D (DC (z2 ))

P,2

r ← r1 + r2 , E(r0 ) ← E(r10 + r20 ) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−C−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

E(r10 ) ← r10 , E(AVC0 ) ← E(AVC )

r1 ∈ Zn−m+1
, r10 ∈ Zq ,
q

Client

Global
Round

Client

Messages
A

P,1

Server

(E(AVSr ))

2

rand
←−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−

3

−−−−−rand
−−−−−−−−−−−→

6

rand
←−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−− E(AVSr ) ← E(AVS0 )

7

−−−−−rand
−−−−−−−−−−−→

8

rand
←−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−

A

V,1

E(AVSr ),A
A

V,2

A

P,3

(E(AVSr ))

P,2

(E(AVSr ))

(E(AVSr ))

(E(AVSr ))

Table 11. Subprotocol πrand
Global
Round

Client

Messages
A

P,1

Server

(DS (E(AVSr )))

2

←−−−−−−−−F−D−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3

−−−−−−−−−F−D
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

6

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−S−−−−−−−−−− DS (E(AVSr )) ← E(AVSr )

A

V,1

(DS (E(AVSr )))

comm(DS (E(AV r ))),
P,2

comm(AF D (DS (E(AVSr ))))
V,2

AF D (DS (E(AVSr )))

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

7
8

AVSr

←

DC (DS (E(AVSr )))

decom(DS (E(AVSr ))),A

P,3

(DS (E(AVSr )))

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−F−D
−−−−−−−−−−−
P,2

decom(AF D (DS (E(AVSr ))))

Table 12. Subprotocol πans

r
– At global round 8 Server opens commitments of AP,2
F D , DS (E(AVS )) to Client. Server sends
AP,3
F D to Client.
– Client aborts if it does not accept the argument AF D .

7

Security Analysis

H
M
Here we define and prove security for π5P
M and π5P M .

7.1

Adversarial Model

Let Ff be a functionality for two parties P1 and P2 where P1 inputs x1 , P2 inputs x2 , P1 obtains
f (x1 , x2 ), and P2 obtains nothing. A protocol πf that securely computes f can be defined as an
interactive two-party protocol. We refer the reader to [33,38] for further discussion of the definitions
given here.
Execution of πfA in the real world: Let A denote the adversary model: H for honest but
curious and M for malicious (static corruption). Both parties are assumed to be probabilistic (expected) polynomial time (PPT) algorithms. In particular, we denote by P̄ = (P1 , P2 ) a pair of PPT
algorithms that execute πfA , where at most one of the parties is adversarial (or corrupted). Such a
pair P̄ is called admissible. Let ri be Pi ’s internal randomness, xi be Pi ’s private input and yi be
Pi ’s auxiliary input. Let P1 ↔ P2 be the transcript of the public interactions between parties P1
and P2 . Note that parties can be defined via their next message functions; see, for example, [39].
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In the honest-but-curious (HBC) adversary model, before the protocol begins, the adversary can
choose to corrupt one party for the duration of the entire protocol; that party may not deviate
from the protocol specification of πfA . In the (static corruption) malicious adversary model, before
the protocol begins, the adversary can choose to corrupt one party for the duration of the entire
protocol; this party may deviate arbitrarily from the protocol specification of πfM . In particular, the
corrupted party may choose to abort and to not complete the protocol at all. Denote by xc , yc , rc
the internal input, randomness and auxiliary input of a corrupted party, respectively (if there is
no corrupted party, then this sequence is the empty sequence). Denote x̄ = (x1 , x2 ), ȳ = (y1 , y2 ),
πA

r̄ = (r1 , r2 ). We denote REALP̄f (x̄, ȳ, r̄) as (xc , rc , yc , P1 ↔ P2 ).
Execution of πfA in the ideal world: In the ideal world setting, an admissible pair of two PPT
parties P¯0 = (P10 , P20 ) interact with a trusted ideal functionality to jointly compute the function f
specified by πfA . At any point, a dishonest party may send abort rather than send what it is supposed
to.
Ideal functionality FfH for the honest-but-curious (HBC) model: P20 sends its input, x2 , to the
ideal functionality. The ideal functionality sends the size of x2 , |x2 |, to P10 . P10 sends its input,
x1 , to the ideal functionality. The ideal functionality sends the size of x1 , |x1 |, to P20 . The ideal
functionality provides the correct value of f (x1 , x2 ) to P10 . An honest party must output what was
output to it by the ideal functionality (in particular, if P20 is honest, it outputs nothing); a dishonest
π
party may output what it wishes. We denote by IDEALP¯f0 (x̄, ȳ, r̄) as the pair of public outputs of
P10 and P20 .
Ideal functionality FfM for the malicious static corruption model: P20 sends its input, x2 , to the
ideal functionality. The ideal functionality sends the size of x2 , |x2 |, to P10 . P10 sends its input, x1 , to
the ideal functionality. The ideal functionality sends the size of x1 , |x1 |, to P20 . P20 sends “proceed”
to the ideal functionality (note that an adversarial party can choose to abort this procedure at any
time). The ideal functionality provides the correct value of f (x1 , x2 ) to P10 . An honest party must
output what was output to it by the ideal functionality (in particular, if P20 is honest, it outputs
πA

nothing); a dishonest party may output what it wishes. We denote IDEALP¯f0 (x̄, ȳ, r̄) as the pair
of public outputs of P10 and P20 .
Using the standard ideal/real formulation, we obtain the following definitions of security.
Definition 5. πfH securely realizes FfH in the honest-but-curious (static corruption) model if, for
every admissible PPT pair P̄ in the real world, there exists an admissible PPT pair P¯0 in the
πH

πH

ideal world such that REALP̄f (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯f0 (x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable, where the distributions are over the uniformly random, independent choices of private input
x̄, randomness r̄ and auxiliary input ȳ.
Definition 6. πfM securely realizes FfM in the malicious (static corruption) model if, for every
admissible PPT pair P̄ in the real world, there exists an admissible PPT pair P¯0 in the ideal world
πM

πM

such that REALP̄f (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯f0 (x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable, where the
distributions are over the uniformly random, independent choices of private input x̄, randomness r̄
and auxiliary input ȳ.
Simulation in the ideal world: In practice, for security to hold in the HBC (respectively malicious) adversary model, for each corrupted party Pi0 in the real world, there exists a PPT simulator
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π

π

SPi0 in the ideal world with oracle access to Pi0 such that REALP̄f (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯f0 (x̄, ȳ, r̄)
are computationally indistinguishable, where the other (honest) party of P̄ and P¯0 acts honestly.
In particular, SPi0 , when it is allowed to output per the ideal-world specification, will attempt to
output a transcript that is computationally indistinguishable from Pi0 ’s view of the transcript in
the real world without knowing the private input of the real-world honest party.

7.2

H
Simulator Constructions and Security for π5P
M

We provide, for each admissible pair in the real world, an admissible pair in the ideal world such
πH

πH

M
that REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable.
0

H
7.2.1 Simulator Specification for the Adversarial Server, SS , for π5P
M . Without loss of
generality, consider the case where the matching locations are not hidden. Consider the admissible
pair P̄ = (Client, Server) in the real world. We construct SS for an admissible pair P¯0 =(Client,
πH

SS ) in the ideal world (where Client behaves honestly in both cases) such that REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄)
πH

M
and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable. Note that SS has oracle access to
0
real-world Server.

Initial Interactions With the Ideal Functionality: We assume that the encryption scheme
(Key, E, D) is fixed. Server, upon oracle call to SS , sends its text T to SS , who forwards it on to
the ideal functionality. Once the ideal functionality reveals the length that the pattern should be,
SS sets the pattern pt = p∗ to be all 1s (we state this without loss of generality; in the case that
1 6∈ Σ, an arbitrary a ∈ Σ is chosen and pt is set to be all a’s) of the right length (any arbitrary
vector can be used here, but without loss of generality we use all 1s). The following is what SS
outputs at the output phase of the ideal-world specification.
(a) SS computes (skC , pkC ) ← Key(1k ). Using pt , SS constructs MCDV ← GenCDV (pt ) and
encrypts it to obtain E(MCDV ). SS sends E(MCDV ) and pkC to Server. In addition, SS
sends E(−m), where m = |pt | (or E(−m + l) in the single-character wildcard or substring
cases, where l is the threshold).
(b) Server considers each character in the text Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and retrieves the corresponding
row of E(MCDV ). This is the step that corresponds to multiplying MT · MCDV in Section 3.1.
The resulting vectors are multiplied with the encrypted activation vector E(AV ) element by
element in positions i, ..., i + m − 1 of the AV . This is the step corresponding to transforming
MT (MCDV ) to M T (MCDV ) and then performing the multiplication [1...1]n · M T (MCDV ) to get
the final AV . Server then multiplies E(−m) (= E(m)−1 ) to each of the entries in AV and
exponentiates each entry by a randomly chosen number to blind entries in E(AV ). We call
the randomized activation vector E(AVSr ). Server sends E(AVSr ) to SS .
(c) SS aborts the ideal functionality before Client outputs its pattern-matching results obtained
from the ideal functionality.
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H
7.2.2 Simulator Specification for the Adversarial Client, SC , for π5P
M . Consider the
admissible pair P̄ = (Client, Server) in the real world. We construct SS for an admissible pair
P¯0 =(SC , Server) in the ideal world (where Server behaves honestly in both cases) such that
πH

πH

M
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable. Note that SS
REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯5P
0
has oracle access to real-world Client.
Initial Interactions with the Ideal Functionality: We assume that the encryption scheme
(Key, E, D) is fixed. Upon oracle call to Client, Client sends pattern p to SC , who forwards it on to
the ideal functionality. Once the ideal functionality reveals the length that the text should be, SC
sets the text T = T ∗ to be all 1s (we note that, as above, if 1 6∈ Σ, T ∗ can be set to all a’s for any
a ∈ Σ) of the right length (any arbitrary vector can be used here, but without loss of generality
we use all 1s).
(a) Client computes (skC , pkC ) ← Key(1k ). Using, p, Client constructs MCDV ← GenCDV (p) and
encrypts it to obtain E(MCDV ). Client sends E(MCDV ) and pkC to SC . In addition, Client
sends E(−m), where m = |p| (or E(−m + l) in the single-character wildcard or substring
cases, where l is the threshold).
(b) The ideal functionality sends SC the pattern-matching results with the correct (e.g., real
world) pattern and text (e.g., all positions where the pattern should match). SC constructs a
new vector of encryptions, E(AVIF ), by using Client’s public key to encrypt an (m + n − 1)length vector with 0s where the pattern should match, and random elements elsewhere. SC
sends E(AVIF ) to Client.

7.2.3

H
H
H
Security of π5P
M . We prove that π5P M securely realizes F5P M in the honest-but-curious
πM

(static corruption) model by demonstrating the computational indistinguishability of REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄)
πM

M
and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄).
0

Theorem 4. Given an additively homomorphic semantically secure encryption scheme over primeH
H
order cyclic groups (Key, E, D), π5P
M securely realizes F5P M in the honest-but-curious (static
corruption) model.
Proof (Theorem 4). We demonstrate that the two simulators SS and SC output transcripts such
πH

πH

M
that REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable.
0

Case 1: Adversarial Server. The transcript in the real world is the transcript (pkC , T, E(MCDV )p , E(−m)),
where by E(MCDV )p we mean the encrypted MCDV matrix constructed from p. Note then that
E(MCDV )p is the encrypted MCDV matrix constructed from pt . The view in the ideal world is
(pkC , T, E(MCDV )pt , E(m)), where pt is a string of m 1s. Suppose a distinguisher D can distinguish the distributions of the real and ideal transcripts with non-negligible probability. In particular,
D distinguishes (E(MCDV )p ) from (E(MCDV )pt ) with non-negligible probability given pkC and T .
In particular, let a distinguisher D have as input pkC and T . Define the distribution
Xi = (E(MCDV )p,1 , ..., E(MCDV )p,k , E(MCDV )pt ,k+1 , ...., E(MCDV )pt ,m|Σ| ),
where E(MCDV )pt ,i is the ith encrypted element in E(MCDV ) constructed from the pattern pt
(where the matrix here is thought of as a string). By a hybrid argument, for some 0 ≤ k ≤
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m|Σ|, given pkC and T , D can distinguish Xk from Xk+1 in polynomial time with non-negligible
probability. But this violates the semantic security of E since D only has the public key of E and
T , both of which are independent of p/pt .
More precisely, let the hybrid experiment Hi , 0 ≤ i ≤ m|Σ| be such that the first i encryptions
sent by the simulator come from MCDVpt while the remaining encryptions come from MCDVp . Note
that H0 is the distribution of the real Client while Hm|Σ| is the distribution of the simulator in the
ideal world. Suppose that Hi is computationally indistinguishable from Hi+1 for some i. Then we
reduce security to the semantic security of ElGamal encryption. Namely, we consider a player Penc
who encrypts and another R who receives. Penc is given, as auxiliary inputs, the p and T such that
Hi and Hi+1 are computationally distinguishable with non-negligible probability via a distinguisher
D. Penc sends R the public key, which R uses to internally execute Hi and Hi+1 using pt , p and T .
At the i + 1 encryption, R sends Penc the two plain texts from MCDVpt and MCDVp used for the
i + 1 encryption in the respective hybrids; Penc sends back the encryptions in a randomized order.
Penc continues the internal execution. Note that these distributions are identical to Hi and Hi+1 .
If Hi and Hi+1 are computationally distinguishable with non-negligible probability using D, then
R, using D, can distinguish the two encryptions with non-negligible probability, which implies that
ElGamal encryption is not semantically secure; this a contradiction.
Case 2: Adversarial Client.
The transcript in the real world is the transcript (skC , p, m, AVSr ), while the view in the ideal
r ). Indistinguishability here is statistical; namely, by conworld is the transcript (skC , p, m, AVIF
r
r
struction, AVS and AVIF have zeros in the same places, so that their non-zero locations contain
elements chosen uniformly (and independently) at random since the group has prime order. This
implies statistical indistinguishability of the transcripts (in particular, in this case, security does
not rely on the semantic security of the encryption scheme at all, other than to hide the matching
result from an eavesdropper).
7.3

M
Simulator Constructions and Security for π5P
M

We provide, for each admissible pair in the real world, an admissible pair in the ideal world such
πM

πM

M
that REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable.
0
In what follows, we assume that if a message is incorrectly formatted, the simulator will simply
abort; since this might occur at every individual interaction, we omit it for simplicity.

M
7.3.1 Simulator Specification for an Adversarial Server, SS , for π5P
M . We describe
M
how an adversarial Server interacts with SS for π5P M . In particular, consider the admissible pair
P̄ = (Client, Server) in the real world. We construct SS for an admissible pair P¯0 =(Client, SS )
πM

in the ideal world (where Client behaves honestly in both cases) such that REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and
πM

M
IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable. Note that SS will have oracle access to
0
Server.
M
We list the subprotocols of π5P
M and describe how an adversarial Server interacts with SS .
Recall that πencr is a protocol to instantiate a threshold ElGamal encryption scheme, πC,AV is for
Client to compute an activation vector, πS,AV is for Server to compute an activation vector, πvec
is for the parties to determine that their activation vectors are equal, πrand is for Server to send
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Client an encrypted vector that only reveals matching locations upon decryption, and πans is for
Server to partially decrypt that encrypted vector. We refer the reader to Section 3.3.3 and Section
6.2 for protocol details.
Initial Interactions With the Ideal Functionality: We may view the following interaction
with the ideal functionality as occurring during the execution of πC,AV between SS and Server.
Upon oracle call, Server reveals the length of its text to SS (it will do so in the protocol when it
sends E(MT ) during πC,AV , since this matrix is of size |T | × |Σ|). For the purpose of ideal functionality interaction, SS will set the text T 0 to be all 1s (here and throughout this specification,
this is without loss of generality assuming 1 ∈ Σ; else another character may be used) with length
the same as Server’s text, and send T 0 to the ideal functionality. The ideal functionality will return
the length of Client’s pattern. SS sets the pattern pt = p∗ to be all 1s of the length of the pattern
(any arbitrary vector can be used here, but without loss of generality we use all 1s). SS will then
abort the ideal functionality so that (ideal world) Client does not output anything in the ideal
M
functionality. The following is what SS will output for IDEALπ5P M (explaining how SS makes
oracle calls to Server).
πencr :
This subprotocol begins at the first global round and ends at global round 6.
∗
(a) SS chooses sC , s∗ ∈ Zq and sets h1 ← g sC , h∗ ← g s . SS sends h1 , h∗ to Server. SS sends
P,1
for h1 and h∗ with witnesses sC and s∗ . This
the Server two parallel instantiations of πDL
continues through global round 5.
P,1
(b) Server sends h2 (normally equal to g sS ) to SS as well as πDL
for h2 with witness sS . Protocol
πDL continues through global round 6. Both parties set h = h1 h2 as the public key (with
secret key s = sC + sS ).

πC,AV :
This subprotocol starts at global round 2 and ends at global round 6.
(a) Server sends E(MT ) to SS . Server also sends, for E(MT ), AP,1
M 1 to demonstrate that E(MT )
is formatted correctly . AM 1 continues through global round 6.
M .
(b) During global round 3, SS computes E(AVC ) from E(MT ), pt and p as specified in π5P
M

πS,AV :
This subprotocol starts at global round 3 and ends at global round 5, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 1 and 2.
(a) SS sends E(MCDV ), constructed using pt , and E(|pt |) to Server. SS also sends AP,2
M 01 to
P,1
V,1
demonstrate that E(MCDV ) is formed correctly, where AM 01 and AM 01 occur during global
rounds 1 and 2, respectively. AM 01 continues until global round 5.

πvec :
This subprotocol begins at global round 3 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 1, 2 and 3. h·, ·i denotes the inner product over Gq .
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(a) At global round 3 SS chooses r1 ∈ Gn−m+1
and r10 ∈ Gq . SS computes E(AVC0 ) by multiplying
q
each element of AVC with an encryption of 0 thus blinding the ciphertext. SS generates
comm(E(AVC0 )), comm(r1 ), and comm(E(r10 )) and sends them to Server.
(b) Server sends r2 , E(r20 ), E(AVS0 ) to SS .
(c) At global round 5, SS sets r = r1 +r2 and E(r0 ) = E(r10 +r20 ). SS computes z1 = E(hAVC , ri+
r0 ) and z2 = E(hAVS , ri + r0 ). SS opens the commitments of E(AVC0 ), r1 , and E(r10 ) to Server.
SS sends z1 and z2 to Server. SS computes partial decryptions DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) and sends
DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) to Server as well as AP,2
P D to prove that the partial decryptions DC (z1 ),
V,1
DC (z2 ) are computed correctly, where messages AP,1
P D and AP D are sent during global rounds
1 and 2, respectively. Execution of SS ’s AP D continues until global round 7.
(d) At global round 6, Server sends (for independently obtained z1 and z2 ), DS (z1 ) and DS (z2 )
to SS as well as AP,2
P D to prove that the partial decryptions DS (z1 ), DS (z2 ) are computed
P,1
correctly, where AP D and AV,1
P D are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively. Execution
of Server’s AP D continues until global round 8.
(e) At global round 7 SS obtains z1 , z2 from DS (z1 ) and DS (z2 ). SS aborts if z1 6= z2 .
SS aborts if the decryptions of z1 and z2 do not equal each other.
πrand :
This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 2 and 3.
r
(a) Server sends E(AVSr ) to SS and sends AP,2
rand that E(AVS ) was obtained correctly from
V,1
E(AVS0 ), where AP,1
rand and Arand are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively. This
Arand continues until global round 8.

πans :
This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and continues until global round 8.
(a) At global round 6, Server sends comm(DS (E(AVSr ))). Server also sends the message comm(AP,2
F D ),
where AF D is the argument to prove that either DS (E(AVSr )) was obtained correctly or that
Server knows s∗ (for h∗ sent by SS in the first global round during πencr ), where AP,1
F D and
V,1
AF D are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively.
V,2
(b) At global round 7, SS sends AV,2
F D to Server (our AoKs are public coin so AF D is not determined
by AP,2
F D ).
P,3
r
(c) At global round 8, Server opens commitments of AP,2
F D , DS (E(AVS )) to SS . Server sends AF D
to SS .
(d) SS aborts if it does not accept the argument AF D .

M
7.3.2 Simulator Specification for an Adversarial Client, SC , for π5P
M . Consider the
admissible pair P̄ = (Client, Server) in the real world. We construct SS for an admissible pair
P¯0 =(SC , Server) in the ideal world (where Server behaves honestly in both cases) such that
πM

πM

M
REALP̄5P M (x̄, ȳ, r̄) and IDEALP¯5P
(x̄, ȳ, r̄) are computationally indistinguishable. Note that SS
0
has oracle access to real-world Client.
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M
We list the subprotocols of π5P
M and describe how Client interacts with SC . Unlike the case
for SS , SC must interact with the ideal functionality in the final rounds of the protocol because
M ; thus S must retrieve this output in the final steps of the
Client receives an output from π5P
C
M
simulation. Recall that πencr is a protocol to instantiate a threshold ElGamal encryption scheme,
πC,AV is for Client to compute an activation vector, πS,AV is for Server to compute an activation
vector, πvec is for the parties to determine that their activation vectors are equal, πrand is for Server
to send Client an encrypted vector that only reveals matching locations upon decryption, and πans
is for Server to partially decrypt that encrypted vector. We refer the reader to Section 3.3.3 and
Section 6.2 for details.

Initial Interactions With the Ideal Functionality: Once the ideal functionality reveals to
SC the length that the text should be, SC sets the text T = T ∗ to be all 1s of the right length (any
arbitrary vector can be used here, but without loss of generality we use all 1s where 1 ∈ Σ and
some other fixed character in Σ otherwise).
πencr :
This subprotocol begins at the first global round and ends at global round 6.
∗
(a) Client sends h1 , h∗ to SC (where in the honest execution, h1 = g sC and h∗ = g s ). Client
P,1
for h1 and h∗ with witnesses sC and s∗ . This
sends SC two parallel instantiations of πDL
continues through global round 5.
P,1
for h2 with
(b) SC chooses sS ∈ Zq and sets h2 ← g sS . SC sends h2 to Client as well as πDL
witness sS . Protocol πDL continues through global round 6. Both parties set h = h1 h2 as the
public key (with secret key s = sC + sS ).
(c) Using as a subprotocol the extractor E, which guaranteed since πDL is an argument of knowledge, SC rewinds from global round 5 to global round 2 and interacts with Client until global
round 5 and then rewinds again until it extracts s∗ from Client, at which point it rewinds once
more and executes πDL per the usual specification. SC only uses E for its responses related to
the proof of knowledge πDL for s∗ ; only messages relating to πDL for s∗ are affected from one
rewinding to the next. SC , using E, is guaranteed to succeed in extracting s∗ in (expected)
polynomial time since πDL is an argument of knowledge.
(d) Using as a subprotocol the extractor E, which is guaranteed since πDL is an argument of
knowledge, SC rewinds from global round 5 to global round 2 and interacts with Client until
global round 5 and then rewinds again until it extracts sC from Client and then rewinds again
until it extracts s∗ from Client, at which point it rewinds once more and executes πDL per
the usual specification. SC only uses E for its responses related to the proof of knowledge
πDL for sC ; only messages relating to πDL for sC are affected from one rewinding to the next.
SC , using E, is guaranteed to succeed in extracting sC in (expected) polynomial time since
πDL is an argument of knowledge. Note now that SC can decrypt encryptions computed by
Client because SC possesses both sS and sC .

πC,AV :
This subprotocol starts at global round 2 and ends at global round 6.
(a) SC sends E(MT ) to Client. SC also sends, for E(MT ), AP,1
M 1 that E(MT ) is formatted correctly.
AM,1 continues through global round 6.
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πS,AV :
This subprotocol starts at global round 3 and ends at global round 5, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 1 and 2.
(a) Client sends E(MCDV ) and E(|p|) to SC . Client also sends AP,2
M 01 that E(MCDV ) is formed
P,1
V,1
correctly, where AM 01 and AM 01 occur during global rounds 1 and 2, respectively. AM 01
continues until global round 5.
(b) During global round 4, using E(MCDV ), T and E(|p|), SC computes E(AVS ) as specified in
H
π5P
M.

Further Interaction With the Ideal Functionality: SC can decrypt encryptions computed by Client because it extracted Client’s secret key sC during πencr . During πS,AV , SC obtains
E(MCDV ). Therefore, SC obtains the pattern p that Client is trying to have matched (which may
be different than the pattern Client output to the real-world transcript). SC resets the ideal functionality, now using this p. The output for the ideal functionality to SC will be the correct matching
of the pattern with the text that real Server is using. See πans , where SC uses this ideal functionality
output.
πvec :
This subprotocol begins at global round 3 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 1, 2 and 3. h·, ·i denotes the inner product over Gq .
(a) At global round 3, Client chooses r1 ∈ Gn−m+1
and r10 ∈ Gq . Client computes E(AVC0 ). Client
q
generates comm(E(AVC0 )), comm(r1 ), and comm(E(r10 )) and sends them to SC .
(b) At global round 4, SC chooses r2 ∈ Gn−m+1
and r20 ∈ Gq . SC computes E(AVS0 ) by multiq
plying each element of AVS by an encryption of 0, thus blinding the ciphertext. SC sends
r2 , E(r20 ), E(AVS0 ) to Client.
(c) At global round 5, Client opens the commitments of E(AVC0 ), r1 , and E(r10 ) to SC . Client
sends elements z1 and z2 to SC . Client sends DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) to SC as well as AP,2
P D to prove
that the partial decryptions DC (z1 ), DC (z2 ) are computed correctly, where messages AP,1
PD
are
sent
during
global
rounds
1
and
2,
respectively.
Execution
of
Client’s
A
and AV,1
PD
PD
continues until global round 7.
(d) At global round 6, SC obtains z1 , z2 from DC (z1 ) and DC (z2 ). SC aborts if z1 6= z2 . SC
sets r = r1 + r2 and E(r0 ) = E(r10 + r20 ). SC computes z1 = E(hAVC , ri + r0 ) and z2 =
E(hAVS , ri + r0 ). SC computes partial decryptions DS (z1 ), DS (z2 ) and sends DS (z1 ) and
DS (z2 ) to Client as well as AP,2
P D to prove that the partial decryptions DS (z1 ), DS (z2 ) are
P,1
computed correctly, where AP D and AV,1
P D are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively.
Execution of SC ’s AP D continues until global round 8.

πrand :
This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and ends at global round 8, with ZK preprocessing
occurring during global rounds 2 and 3.
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(a) SC computes E(AVSr ) from E(AVS0 ) by exponentiating each encryption in E(AVS0 ) by a ranr
dom exponent. SC sends E(AVSr ) to Client and sends AP,2
rand that E(AVS ) was obtained
P,1
V,1
correctly from E(AVS0 ), where Arand and Arand are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively. This Arand continues until global round 8.

πans :
This subprotocol starts at global round 6 and continues until global round 8.
(a) At this stage (global round 6), the ideal functionality sends SC the correct output that Client
should receive (e.g., the locations in a string of length |AVS | that tells Client where matches
occur (see “Further interactions with the ideal functionality” after πS,AV above). Denote AVIF
r )
as the string that Client should receive per the ideal functionality. SC computes E(AVIF
from AVIF by setting the non-matching locations of AVIF to be random elements and then
r ))) to Client. S also sends
encrypting the vector. SC computes and sends comm(DS (E(AVIF
C
P,2
r )) was
the message comm(AF D ), where AF D is the argument to prove that either DS (E(AVIF
obtained correctly or that SC knows s∗ (for h∗ sent by Client in the first global round during
V,1
πencr ), where AP,1
F D and AF D are sent during global rounds 2 and 3, respectively. Note that
here, SC uses the witness for knowledge of s∗ .
V,2
(b) At global round 7, Client sends AV,2
F D to SC (our AoKs are public coin so AF D is not determined
by AFP,2
D ).
P,3
r
(c) At global round 8, SC opens commitments of AP,2
F D , DS (E(AVIF )) to Client. SC sends AF D
to Client.

M
M
M
7.3.3 Security of π5P
M . We prove that π5P M securely realizes F5P M in the malicious (static
corruption) model.
M
Theorem 5. Assuming the Decisional Diffie Hellman (DDH) problem is hard, π5P
M securely reM
alizes F5P M in the malicious (static corruption) model.

Proof (Theorem 5). We proceed to prove Theorem 5 by considering two cases: the first where the
Client is corrupted and the second where the Server is corrupted.
Case 1: Client is Corrupted.
We prove security by examining a sequence of experiments. Note that we assume here that the
M
subprotocols of π5P
M are run consecutively instead of interleaved in order to simplify the proof.
We will argue why interleaving does not affect our reasoning afterwards. We assume that Client
has pattern p and Server has text T .
Intuition. The intuition for the proof is as follows: As long as SC completes the last proof πf in
according to specification, SC can use any text he wishes. What is required is a sequence of hybrid
arguments that begins with the real Server’s actual text and concludes with SC using a dummy
text T ∗ (namely 1n ). However, for a security reduction to the semantic security of ElGamal, the
zero-knowledge arguments executed during the reduction must be executed without plain-text witnesses. Therefore, what first must be undertaken is that zero-knowledge proofs must be executed
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by zero-knowledge simulation in order to be executed irrespective of (plain text) witnesses, then
the text T is shifted to T ∗ , then, per specification of SC , the zero-knowledge arguments are then
executed using plain text witnesses again. Formal arguments follow.
H0 . In this experiment Client and Server interact as in the real world.
H1,1 . This experiment is identical to H0 except that SC executes πenc with the Client and extracts
s∗ from the Client execution of πDL for knowledge of s∗ . Computational indistinguishability holds
because the distribution for the outputs for πDL are not affected from H0 to H1,1 , as SC , after
extraction, executes πDL as verifier per specification of πDL .
H1,2 . This experiment is identical to H0 except that SC executes πenc with the Client and extracts
sC from the Client execution of πDL for knowledge of sC . Computational indistinguishability holds
because the distribution for the outputs for πDL are not affected from H1,1 to H1,2 , as SC , after
extraction, executes πDL as verifier per specification of πDL .
H2 . This experiment is identical to H1,2 except that for the proof of knowledge πDL of the Serverside secret key sS , SC simulates the transcript rather than actually using the witness sS .
We prove that H2 is computationally indistinguishable from H1,2 by reducing to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server text
T , Client strategy and Server/SC such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H1,2 from H2 in
polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and verifier for
the zero knowledge argument πDL for the g sS . Let VZK have as auxiliary inputs p and T . PZK also
has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as sS ; note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to
M .
PZK after VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes the
protocol as H1 and H2 specify. However, for the proof πDL for g sS , VZK interacts with PZK as
follows. For one of the two executions for πDL , PZK executes πDL with witness sS ; for the other
execution, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero knowledge) to
construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the plain text/witness. VZK responds to these
two interactions per the output of the internally executed Client. Once the two interactions are
M . Note that the views of V
done, VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
ZK are identical to
M
the views of the interactions specified by H1 and H2 . Therefore, the zero knowledge distinguisher
DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible probability by running D
internally, which will distinguish the two views of the ZK execution with non-negligible probability,
which is a contradiction.
Hi3 . This experiment is identical to H2 except that for each of the first i executions of πisBit for
MT in πC,AV , 0 ≤ i ≤ n|Σ|, SC produces a valid transcript for the ZK argument without using
the witness for the encryption. We note that the encryptions that SC uses are unchanged from H1 ;
only the ZK transcripts for πisBit in πC,AV are affected. Note that H2 is identical to H30 .
We prove that H3i is computationally indistinguishable from H3i+1 by reducing to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server text
T , Client strategy and Server/SC such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H3i from H3i+1 in
polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and verifier for
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the zero knowledge argument πDL for the ith encryption of MT . Let VZK have as auxiliary inputs
p and T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as the public key and the randomness
used to encrypt the i + 1 encryption of MT ; note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK
M .
after VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P
internally
with
input
T
for
Server
and
input
p
for
Client, and executes the
M
protocol as H3i and H3i+1 specify. However, for the i + 1 encryption of MT , VZK interacts with PZK
as follows. For one of the two executions of πisBit for the i + 1 encryption of MT , PZK executes
πisBit with private input the witness for the encryption to run πDL ; for the other execution, PZK
uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero knowledge) to construct a valid
transcript without knowledge of the plain text/witness. VZK responds to these two interactions per
the output of the internally executed Client. Once the two interactions are done, VZK completes the
M . Note that the views of V
internal execution of π5P
ZK are identical to the views of the interactions
M
i
specified by H3 and H3i+1 . Therefore, the zero-knowledge distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two
cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible probability by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views of the ZK execution with non-negligible probability, which is a contradiction.
n|Σ|

Hi4 . This experiment is identical to H2
except that for each of the first i executions of πDL
for πC,AV (namely, that the sum of each row of MT is a 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ n, SC produces a valid
transcript for the ZK argument without using the witness for the encryption, which is a product of
n|Σ|
the encryptions in the ith column of E(MT ). Note that H40 is identical to H3
We prove that H4i is computationally indistinguishable from H4i+1 by reducing to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server
text T , Client strategy and Server such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H4i from H4i+1 in
polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and verifier for
the zero knowledge argument πDL for the product of the ith row of E(MT ). We let VZK have as
auxiliary inputs p and T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as the public key and
the randomness used to encrypt the i + 1 row of encryptions of MT ; note that these auxiliary inputs
M .
may be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes the
protocol as H4i and H4i+1 specify. However, for the product of the i + 1 row of E(MT ), VZK interacts
with PZK as follows. For one of the two executions, PZK uses the witness for the encryption to
run πDL , and for the other, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero
knowledge) to construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the plain text. VZK responds to
these two interactions per the output of the internally executed Client. Once the two interactions
M . Note that the views of V
are done, then VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
ZK are
M
i
identical to the view of the interactions specified by H4 and H4i+1 . Therefore, the zero knowledge
distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible probability
by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views with non-negligible probability, which
is a contradiction.
Hi5 . This experiment is identical to H3n except that for each of the first i executions of πeqDL
executed as part of AP D for correct server-side partial decryption of zi during πvec is executed
without using the witness for partial decryption and instead is simulated (0 ≤ i ≤ 2, where the 0
case corresponds to H4n ).
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We prove that H5i is computationally indistinguishable from H5i+1 by reducing to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server text
T , Client strategy and Server such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H5i from H5i+1 in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and verifier for the
zero knowledge argument πeqDL . We let VZK have as auxiliary inputs p and T . PZK also has p
and T as auxiliary inputs, Server-side secret key sS , the decryption of zi and the randomness used
for the encryption; note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after VZK has internally
M .
executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes the
protocol as H5i and H5i+1 specify. However, for the proof of partial decryption by the Server for zi+1
in πvec , VZK interacts with PZK as follows. For one of the two executions, PZK uses the witness
sS for the decryption to run πeqDL , and for the other, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed
to exist by definition of zero knowledge) to construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the
secret key. VZK responds to these two interactions per the output of the internally executed Client.
M . Note that
Once the two interactions are done, then VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
M
the views of VZK are indistinguishable from the view of the interactions specified by H5i and H5i+1 .
Therefore, the zero knowledge distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction
with non-negligible probability by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views with
non-negligible probability, which is a contradiction.
Hi6 . This experiment is identical to H5n except that for each of the first i executions of πf in during
AF D , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − m + 1, for the proof of partial decryption of E(AVSr ), Server (or SC ) uses the
witness for s∗ to complete the execution. Note that use of different witnesses is computationally
indistinguishable for ZK arguments (since the executions with a different witness are themselves
indistinguishable from the execution by the simulator). Note that H60 is identical to H5n .
We prove that H6i is computationally indistinguishable from H6i+1 by reducing it to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server
text T , Client strategy and Server such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H6i from H6i+1 in
polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and verifier for
the zero knowledge argument πf in for the ith encryption of E(AVSr ). We let VZK have as auxiliary
inputs p and T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as the i + 1 element of E(AVSr ),
the corresponding Server-side partial decryption and the Server-side private key. Finally, PZK also
has s∗ as auxiliary input; note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after VZK has
M .
internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes the
protocol as H6i and H6i+1 specify. However, for i + 1 encryption of E(AVSr ), VZK interacts with
PZK as follows. For one of the two executions, PZK uses the witness for the partial decryption of
the i + 1 element of E(AVSr ) to execute πf in with VZK , and for the other, PZK uses the witness s∗
to execute πf in . VZK responds to these two interactions per the output of the internally executed
M .
Client. Once the two interactions are done, then VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
M
Note that the views of VZK are identical to the view of the interactions specified by H6i and H6i+1 .
Therefore, the zero knowledge distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction
with non-negligible probability by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views with
non-negligible probability, which a contradiction.
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r , 0 ≤ i ≤ n−m+1,
Hi7 . This experiment is identical to H6n−m+1 except that the first i entries of AVIF
r and AV r , are, by construcare used instead of the corresponding entries of AVSr . Note that AVIF
S
tion, distributed identically over the choice of their respective randomized entries (e.g., in the
non-matching locations), and that both contain zeros in exactly the same places. Note that by the
r )) uses witness s∗ rather
construction of H6n , the proof of partial decryption πf in for DS (E(AVIF
i
than the witness for decryption. Therefore H7 is computationally (indeed, statistically) indistinr and AV r .
guishable from H7i+1 for any i because of the identical distributions of AVIF
S

Hi8 . This experiment is identical to H7n−m+1 except that the first i encryptions of E(MT ), 0 ≤ i ≤
M
n|Σ|, are drawn from E(MT 0 ), which corresponds to T 0 = 1n . Note that the final output of π5P
M
r
0
n
is AVIF , so the protocol output does not change. Note also that H8 is identical to H5 .
We prove that H8i is computationally indistinguishable from H8i+1 by reducing indistinguishability to the semantic security of ElGamal encryption (that is to say, assuming the hardness of
Decisional Diffie Hellman); in particular, we will use a reduction to non-threshold (e.g., standard)
ElGamal encryption. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server text T , Client strategy and
Server/SC such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H8i from H8i+1 in polynomial time with
non-negligible probability. Then let Senc be the computer of ElGamal encryptions and Renc be the
receiver. Renc is given as auxiliary inputs p and T . Senc also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well
as the public key and the randomness used to encrypt the i + 1 encryption of MT /MT 0 ; note that
these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed the corresponding
M .
component of π5P
M
M
0
Renc executes π5P
M internally with input T /T for Server and input p for Client. However,
when Server must publish g sS , Renc queries Senc , who sends g sS ; this is the publishing of the public
ElGamal key. Note that Renc must select sC independently of sS or it will not be able to create a
M
transcript computationally indistinguishable from the π5P
M transcript; because of the binding and
hiding property of Pedersen commitments, real Client and Server are required to do the same. Renc ,
as Server, sends Senc and completes the ZK proof without the witness sS . Since this is already being
accomplished per the above hybrid specification, H2 , Renc is acting according to specification.
For each encryption of MT , except for the i and i + 1 entries, Renc sends the unencrypted
value to Senc , who sends back the corresponding encryptions. Renc encrypts with the Client’s
sC (which it obtains by running the knowledge extractor; as in hybrid H1 , this does not affect
transcript indistinguishability), and uses this final encryption as the Server-side encryption; this
final encryption corresponds to encryption with the secret key sC + sS .
Note that in all cases, the ZK proofs of the well-formedness of the encryptions are simulated
n|Σ|
rather than using the actual witnesses per hybrid experiments H2
and H3n .
For the i and i + 1 encryptions, Renc sends both to Senc , who sends back encryptions of each
without identifying which encryption corresponds to which plaintext. Renc completes the internal
M . Note that witnesses for partial decryption by the Server do not use s per
execution of π5P
S
M
construction of the previous hybrids (H3 and H4 ). We see that at the end of πvec , Client and Server
must jointly compute decryptions of z1 and z2 . Here, we note that Renc will simply use the same
(randomly chosen) “secret key” sf ake and use it for Server-side decryption of z1 and z2 ; if the actual
decryptions of z1 and z2 equal each other, than so will these new “decryptions”. Further, by the
uniformly random distribution of the hash functions used to compute z1 and z2 , the transcripts will
be identical to the hybrid experiment executions. Also, Server does not use the witness for partial
decryption due to hybrid H52 .
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r , R
Finally, for the final decryption of AVIF
enc can simply send the Server’s partial decryption,
r
r
DS (E(AVIF )), as the partial encryption of AVIF using the Client’s public key (note that the Serverside can extract this rather than having Renc simply use it by virtue of executing Client internally).
Again, the witness for partial decryption isn’t used because by hybrid H6 , the witness s∗ is already
being used.
We note that by the above reasoning, the views of Renc are distributed identically to the views
of an adversarial Client for H8i and H8i+1 . Therefore, if the distinguisher Denc executes the hybrid
distinguisher D internally, then Denc will be able to distinguish the i and i + 1 encryptions of MT
with non-negligible probability, which a contradiction.
n|Σ|

Hi9 . This experiment is identical to H8
except that for each of the first i executions of πeqDL
executed as part of AP D for correct server-side partial decryption of zi during πvec (0 ≤ i ≤ 2,
where the 0 case corresponds to H4n ), Server uses the secret key sS rather than simulating the
transcript.
That the hybrids H9i and H9i+1 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same
argument as for hybrids H5i and H5i+1 (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
Hi10 . This experiment is identical to H92 except that for the first i executions of πDL in πC,AV ,
0 ≤ i ≤ n, SC uses the witness for the encryption, which is a product of the encryptions in the ith
0 is identical to H 2 .
row of E(MT 0 ). Note that H10
9
i+1
i
That hybrids H10 and H10 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same argument as for hybrids H3i and H3i+1 (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
n except that for each of the first i executions of π
Hi11 . This experiment is identical to H10
isBit in
n.
0
πC,AV , 0 ≤ i ≤ n|Σ|, SC uses the witness for the encryption. Note that H11 is identical to H10
i+1
i
That hybrids H11 and H11 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same argument as for hybrids H3i and H3i+1 (which was the same process but in reverse).
n|Σ|

H12 . This experiment is identical to H11 except that SC uses the witness sS for πDL in πvec . Note
that H12 is the distribution of view of output of the simulator SC .
n|Σ|
That hybrids H12 and H11 are computationally indistinguishable is the essentially the same
argument as for hybrids H1,2 and H2 above.

M
Interleaving the ZK Arguments. The ZK arguments used in π5P
M are all modified Σ protocols.
M
The first three global rounds of π5P M force the respective ZK provers to instantiate all needed
(equivocable) commitment schemes while forcing the respective ZK verifiers to commit to all challenges for the subsequent Σ protocols. Thus, the verifiers have less power than in the sequential
composition case (recall that ZK arguments are closed under sequential composition), since in the
sequential composition case, the verifiers could change their challenges based on previous ZK iterations while here they cannot. Therefore, zero knowledge is not affected. Soundness is also not
affected by interleaving since a dishonest prover must break soundness by distinguishing the verifier’s (public coin) committed challenge to the underlying Σ protocol. However, the prover cannot
distinguish multiple committed challenges as long as separate randomness was used for each com-
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M .
mitment, yielding soundness of the ZK arguments even when they are interleaved as in π5P
M

Interleaving Subprotocols. We now demonstrate that interleaving the subprotocols into the final
M
π5P
M does not affect transcript indistinguishability. We do so by considering the interleaving subprotocols and demonstrating that each new subprotocol’s transcript is not affected by interleaving.
We can consider this sequential case because it is already demonstrated (above) that if each subprotocol is executed sequentially without interleaving, then the protocol is secure in the malicious
model.
S
We denote by ASrel and AC
rel (also by, for instance, πrel ) the zero-knowledge building blocks
outlined in Section 6.1 where Server and Client, separately, act as prover. As shorthand, we will
write ASrel (x) as the argument Arel where S is the prover and x is the common input.

πencr starts at global round 1. The preprocessing steps for all required ZK protocols occur
during πencr ; their outputs here are indistinguishable in the real versus ideal settings by the fact
that interleaved zero-knowledge protocols still yield indistinguishable transcripts. While SC must
rewind to extract s∗ and sC , this does not change the distribution of SC ’s output to Client’s view.
πC,AV starts at global round 2, after the global public key has been determined. Indistinguishability is not affected since πencr is a protocol for setting up the threshold encryption scheme while
πC,AV is a protocol for proper pattern formation (e.g., of E(MCDV )). Since these protocols deal
with independent inputs (other than πC,AV , which needs the existence of the threshold encryption
scheme), interleaving them does not affect transcript indistinguishability.
πS,AV starts at global round 3. The only remaining outputs from πencr and πC,AV are the remainC (h ), π C (h∗ ), π S (h ), and AS (E(M )), which are
ing zero-knowledge argument outputs of πDL
1
T
M1
DL 2
DL
independent of the non ZK-related outputs of πS,AV and therefore do not affect indistinguishability.
Interleaving the ZK-related outputs of AC
M 01 (E(MCDV )) with remaining ZK outputs of previous
subprotocols does not affect their indistinguishability (since they could be considered as auxiliary
inputs in the ZK security proof).
πvec starts at global round 4. The only remaining outputs from the previous subprotocols are
C (h ), π C (h∗ ) , π S (h ), AS (E(M )), and AC (E(M
from the ZK arguments πDL
1
CDV )), whose
T
M 01
M1
DL 2
DL
interleaving do not affect indistinguishability since the non-ZK outputs of πvec are chosen independently of previous ZK outputs, and interleaving ZK arguments does not affect indistinguishability.
πrand starts at global round 6, at the same time that E(AVS0 ) is introduced. Since πrand only
involves reformatting E(AVS0 ), namely by introducing E(AVSr ) and its associated ZK outputs,
indistinguishability is not affected.
πans starts at global round 6; the ZK transcript for Af inal does not reveal any information by the
indistinguishability of ZK transcripts and the final decryption is only revealed (by decommitment)
at the very last round. Distinguishing the transcript here would imply violating the commitment
scheme (e.g., Pedersen commitments, which are perfectly hiding).
This completes the proof for the indistinguishability of an adversarial Client’s views.
Case 2: Server is Corrupted.
We prove security by examining a sequence of experiments. Note that we assume here that the
M
subprotocols of π5P
M are run consecutively instead of interleaved in order to simplify the proof.
We will argue why interleaving does not meaningfully affect the proof afterwards. We assume that
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Client has pattern p and Server has text T .
Intuition. The intuition for the proof is as follows: In contrast to the above case of a corrupted
Client, here, Client can use any encryption he wants as long as the zero-knowledge proofs hold, and
the views will still be computationally indistinguishable. However, for a security reduction to the
semantic security of ElGamal encryption, the zero-knowledge arguments executed during the reduction must be executed without plain-text witnesses. Therefore, what first must be undertaken is
that zero-knowledge proofs must be executed by zero-knowledge simulation in order to be executed
irrespective of (plain text) witnesses; then the text p is shifted to p∗ . Next, per specification of SS ,
the zero-knowledge arguments are executed using plain text witnesses again. Formal arguments
follow.
H0 . In this experiment Client and Server interact as in the real world.
H1 . This experiment is identical to H0 except that for the proof of knowledge πDL of the Client-side
secret key sC , SS simulates the transcript rather than actually using the witness sC .
We prove that H1 is computationally indistinguishable from H1 by reducing indistinguishability
to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern
p, Server text T , Server strategy and Client/SS such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H0
from H1 in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover and
verifier for the zero-knowledge argument πDL for the g sC . Let VZK have as auxiliary inputs p and
T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as sS ; note that these auxiliary inputs may
M .
be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes the
protocol as H0 and H1 specify. However, during the proof πDL for g sC , VZK interacts with PZK
as follows. For one of the two executions of πDL , PZK executes πDL with witness sC ; for the other
execution, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero knowledge) to
construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the plain text/witness. VZK responds to these
two interactions per the output of the internally executed Server. Once the two interactions are
M . Note that the views of V
done, VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
ZK are identical to
M
the view of the interactions specified by H0 and H1 . Therefore, the zero-knowledge distinguisher
DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible probability by running D
internally, which will distinguish the two views of the ZK execution with non-negligible probability,
which is a contradiction.
Hi2 . This experiment is identical to H1 except that for each of the first i executions of πisBit for
MCDV in πS,AV , 0 ≤ i ≤ m|Σ|, SS produces a valid transcript for the ZK argument without using
the witness for the encryption. We note that the encryptions that SS uses are unchanged from H0 ;
only the ZK transcripts for πisBit in πS,AV are affected. Note that H1 is identical to H20 .
We prove that H2i is computationally indistinguishable from H2i+1 by reducing indistinguishability to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a pattern
p, Server text T , Server strategy and Client/SS such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H2i
from H2i+1 in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover
and verifier for the zero-knowledge argument πDL for the ith encryption of MCDV . Let VZK have
as auxiliary inputs p and T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as well as the public key and
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the randomness used to encrypt the i + 1 encryption of MCDV ; note that these auxiliary inputs
M .
may be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes
the protocol as H2i and H2i+1 specify. However, for the i + 1 encryption of MCDV in πS,AV , VZK
interacts with PZK as follows. For one of the two executions of πisBit for the i + 1 encryption of
MCDV , PZK executes πisBit with private input the witness for the encryption to run πDL ; for the
other execution, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero knowledge)
to construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the plain text/witness. VZK responds to these
two interactions per the output of the internally executed Server. Once the two interactions are
M . Note that the views of V
done, VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
ZK are identical to
M
i
the view of the interactions specified by H2 and H2i+1 . Therefore, the zero-knowledge distinguisher
DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible probability by running D
internally, which will distinguish the two views of the ZK execution with non-negligible probability,
which is a contradiction.
m|Σ|

Hi3 . This experiment is identical to H2
except that for each of the first i executions of πisBit for
πS,AV (namely, that the sum of each column of MCDV is 0 or 1), 0 ≤ i ≤ m, SS produces a valid
transcript for the ZK argument without using the witness for the encryption, which is a product of
m|Σ|
the encryptions in the ith column of E(MCDV ). Note that H30 is identical to H2 .
We prove that H3i is computationally indistinguishable from H3i+1 by reducing indistinguishability to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a
pattern p, Server text T , Client/SS and Server strategy such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H3i from H3i+1 in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be
prover and verifier for the zero-knowledge argument πisBit for the product of the i + 1th column of
E(MCDV ). We let VZK have as auxiliary inputs p and T . PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs,
as well as the public key and the randomness used to encrypt the i + 1 column of encryptions of
MCDV ; note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed
M .
the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes
the protocol as H3i and H3i+1 specify. However, for the product of the i + 1 column of E(MCDV ),
VZK interacts with PZK as follows. For one of the two executions, PZK uses the witness for the
encryption to run πDL , and for the other, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by
definition of zero knowledge) to construct a valid transcript without knowledge of the plain text.
VZK responds to these two interactions per the output of the internally executed Server. Once the
M . Note that the views
two interactions are done, then VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
M
i
of VZK are identical to the view of the interactions specified by H3 and H3i+1 . Therefore, the zero
knowledge distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction with non-negligible
probability by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views with non-negligible probability, which is a contradiction.
Hi4 . This experiment is identical to H3m except that for each of the first i executions of πeqDL ,
conducted as part of AP D for correct client-side partial decryption of zi during πvec , is executed
without using the witness for partial decryption, and instead is simulated (for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, where the
0 case corresponds to H3n ).
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We prove that H4i is computationally indistinguishable from H4i+1 by reducing indistinguishability to the computational indistinguishability of ZK transcripts. Assume that there existed a
pattern p, Server text T , Client strategy and Server such that a distinguisher D could distinguish
H4i from H4i+1 in polynomial time with non-negligible probability. Then let PZK and VZK be prover
and verifier for the zero-knowledge argument πeqDL . We let VZK have as auxiliary inputs p and T .
PZK also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, Client-side secret key sC , the decryption of zi and the
randomness used for the encryption. Note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after
M .
VZK has internally executed the corresponding component of π5P
M
M
VZK executes π5P M internally with input T for Server and input p for Client, and executes
the protocol as H4i and H4i+1 specify. However, for the proof of partial decryption by the Client
for zi+1 in πvec , VZK interacts with PZK as follows. For one of the two executions, PZK uses the
witness sC for the decryption to run πeqDL , and for the other, PZK uses the simulator SZK (guaranteed to exist by definition of zero knowledge) to construct a valid transcript without knowledge
of the secret key. VZK responds to these two interactions per the output of the internally executed
M .
Server. Once the two interactions are done, then VZK completes the internal execution of π5P
M
i
Note that the views of VZK are identical to the view of the interactions specified by H4 and H4i+1 .
Therefore, the zero-knowledge distinguisher DZK distinguishes the two cases of VZK ’s interaction
with non-negligible probability by running D internally, which will distinguish the two views with
non-negligible probability, which is a contradiction.
Hi5 . This experiment is identical to H4n except that the first i encryptions of E(MCDV ), 0 ≤ i ≤
m|Σ|, correspond to E(MCDV 0 ) executed using p0 = 1n . Note that H50 is identical to H4m .
We prove that H5i is computationally indistinguishable from H5i+1 by reducing indistinguishability to the semantic security of ElGamal encryption (that is to say, assuming the hardness of
Decisional Diffie Hellman). In particular, we will use a reduction to non-threshold (e.g., standard)
ElGamal encryption. Assume that there existed a pattern p, Server text T , Server strategy and
Client/SS such that a distinguisher D could distinguish H5i from H5i+1 in polynomial time with
non-negligible probability. Then let Senc be the computer of ElGamal encryptions and Renc be the
receiver. Renc is given p and T as auxiliary inputs. Senc also has p and T as auxiliary inputs, as
well as the public key and the randomness used to encrypt the i + 1 encryption of MCDV /MCDV 0 .
Note that these auxiliary inputs may be given to PZK after VZK has internally executed the corM .
responding component of π5P
M
M
0
Renc executes π5P
M internally with input T for Server and input p/p for Client. However,
s
s
C
C
when Client must publish g , Renc queries Senc , who sends g ; this is the publishing of the public
ElGamal key. Note that Renc must select sS independently of sC or she will not be able to create
M
a transcript computationally indistinguishable from the π5P
M transcript; because of the binding
and hiding property of Pedersen commitments, real Client and Server are required to do the same.
Renc , as Server, sends Senc and completes the ZK proof without the witness sC as per hybrid H1 .
Since by an earlier hybrid experiment this is already being accomplished, Renc is acting according
to specification.
For each encryption of MCDV , except for the i and i + 1 entries, Renc sends the unencrypted
value to Senc , who sends back the corresponding encryptions. Renc encrypts with the Server’s
sS (which it obtains by running the knowledge extractor; as in hybrid H1 , this does not affect
transcript indistinguishability), and uses this final encryption as the Client-side encryption. This
final encryption corresponds to encryption with the secret key sC + sS .
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Note that in all cases, the ZK proofs of well-formedness of the encryptions are simulated rather
m|Σ|
than using the actual witnesses per hybrid experiments H1
and H2m .
For the i and i + 1 encryptions, Renc sends both to Senc , who sends back encryptions of each
without identifying which encryption corresponds to which plaintext. Renc completes the internal
M . Note that witnesses for partial decryption by the Client do not use s per
execution of π5P
C
M
construction of the previous hybrids (H1 and H2 ). We see that at the end of πvec , Client and
Server must jointly compute decryptions of z1 and z2 ; here, we note that Renc will simply use the
same (randomly chosen) “secret key” sf ake and use it for Client-side decryption of z1 and z2 . If
the actual decryptions of z1 and z2 equal each other, than so will these new “decryptions”; by the
uniformly random distribution of the hash functions used to compute z1 and z2 , the transcripts
will be identical to the hybrid experiment executions. Further, Server does not use the witness for
partial decryption due to hybrid H42 .
Note that no protocol output is part of the view/distribution of the hybrid experiment here, so
that the pattern-matching output changes are not a concern (the ideal functionality does not output
to an adversarial Server). In particular, because the adversarial Server never learns the patternmatching output, she can never output it out of turn at some point and skew the distribution of
the hybrid experiments.
We note that by the above reasoning, the views of Renc are computationally indistinguishable
from the views of an adversarial Client for H5i and H5i+1 . Therefore, if the distinguisher Denc by
executes the hybrid distinguisher D internally, then Denc will be able to distinguish the i and i + 1
encryptions of MCDV with non-negligible probability, which is a contradiction.
m|Σ|

Hi6 . This experiment is identical to H5
except that for each of the first i executions of πeqDL
executed as part of AP D for correct server-side partial decryption of zi during πvec (0 ≤ i ≤ 2,
where the 0 case corresponds to H3n ), Client uses the secret key sC rather than simulating the
transcript.
That the hybrid H6i and H6i+1 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same
argument as for hybrids H4i and H4i+1 (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
Hi7 . This experiment is identical to H62 except that for each of the first i executions of πisBit in
πS,AV , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, SC uses the witness for the encryption, which is a product of the encryptions in
the ith row of E(MCDV 0 ). Note that H70 is identical to H62 .
That hybrid H7i and H7i+1 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same argument as for hybrids H3i and H3i+1 (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
Hi8 This experiment is identical to H7m except that for each of the first i executions of πisBit in
πS,AV , 0 ≤ i ≤ m|Σ|, SS uses the witness for the encryption. Note that H80 is identical to H7m ;
m|Σ|
further, H8
is the distribution of view of output of SS .
That hybrid H8i and H8i+1 are computationally indistinguishable is essentially the same argument as for hybrids H1i and H1i+1 (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
m|Σ|
H9 . This experiment is identical to H8
except that SS uses the witness sC for πDL in πvec . Note
that H9 is the distribution of view of output of SS .
n|Σ|
That hybrids H9 and H8
are computationally indistinguishable is the essentially the same
argument as for hybrids H1 and H2 above (except moving in the “reverse” direction).
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Interleaving the ZK Arguments. The argument for why interleaving ZK arguments does not
break their security properties is explained in the proof-case of an adversarial Client (see Case 1 in
this proof).
Interleaving Subprotocols. The reason why interleaving subprotocols does not affect indistinguishability is explained in the proof-case of an adversarial Client (see Case 1 in this proof).
This completes the proof for the indistinguishability of an adversarial Server’s views.
Caveat for SS . In the case of an adversarial Server, a soundness-type argument is needed: if
Server obtains s∗ independently, it would be impossible to prove that Server had actually supplied
M
the correct output for the functionality F5P
M during πans because of the witness hiding property
of πf in . To show that such an independent generation of s∗ is impossible except with negligible
probability, we assume by way of contradiction that Server had indeed generated s∗ independently,
and we let the simulator SS adopt the following strategy:
(a) At global round 1, SS sends Server h∗ without knowing its discrete logarithm (which is s∗ ).
(b) Since Server must commit to its challenge, which occurs in global round 2 and which is
decommitted in global round 4, SS can rewind from global round 4 to global round 3 and
change its output for πDL , thus proving knowledge of the discrete logarithm of h∗ so that the
SS provides a valid proof for h∗ without actually knowing s∗ . This is due to the fact that πDL
is constructed from a Σ protocol (ΣDL ), which is honest-verifier zero-knowledge as defined
in Section 4.
(c) At global round 6, Server begins a proof of knowledge, Af inal , that either its decryption is
correct or that it knows s∗ . In this case, Server uses its knowledge of s∗ . SS can extract this
s∗ using a subprotocol Ef in for πf in guaranteed by definition of argument of knowledge:
– In order to extract, SS must be able to decommit to any message. In order to do so, SS ,
using the knowledge extractor E as a subprotocol, must rewind from global round 8 (where
Server answers SS ’s challenge to πf inal ) to the related outputs at global rounds 2 and 3,
where the ZK preprocessing of Af inal occurs, then interact with Server anew until round 8,
and then rewind again to round 2, per E’s specifications. Note that rewinding again and
again back to round 2 does not affect either the extraction or Server’s strategy, since Server’s
strategy is fixed at the outset of the overall protocol and s∗ /h∗ is used nowhere else in the
protocol.
The success of this strategy implies that there exists an expected polynomial time algorithm, namely
M
∗
SS running π5P
M against a Server, that is able to extract a discrete logarithm s in polynomial time.
Therefore, the discrete logarithm problem is solvable in polynomial time, which is a contradiction.
Accordingly, it must not be the case that Server can generate s∗ independently, which completes
the proof.

8

Detailed Performance Results of 5PM Implementation

H
Table 13 shows detailed performance results of the implementation of π5P
M . Our experiments were
performed on an Intel dual quad-core 2.93GHz machine with 8GB of memory running Ubuntu Linux
version 10.10. We used fast-decryption Paillier [40] from the Self-Certifying File System (SFS) library [41], and used alphabets of sizes 4 (DNA) and 36 (alphanumeric). Our implementation results
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in Table 13 show that on average, 95% of the total online runtime was spent in three components
of the protocol, two at Server and one at Client. The first is searching the text at Server by adding
CDVs, which correspond to pattern characters, to the activation vector; the second is blinding
elements of the activation vector at the Server; the third is decrypting the blinded activation vector
at Client. Key generation and CDV initialization times were not included in our results because
they can be precomputed: CDVs are constructed from a series of encrypted 1s and 0s and therefore can be precomputed by encrypting a large number of 1s and 0s (independent of the pattern
to be matched) and then constructing the CDVs according to the pattern without requiring any
additional encryptions.

k

Σ

p

1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1k
1k
1k
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
10
1k
1k
1k
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
10

T Search Blind Decrypt Total
Time Time
Time Time
(sec) (sec)
(sec) (sec)
100000 373.95 5.34
32.01 411.77
10000 34.12 0.54
3.20 37.90
1000
0.00 0.06
0.32
0.39
100000 39.14 5.56
31.99 77.16
10000
3.76 0.54
3.20
7.55
1000
0.34 0.06
0.32
0.73
100
0.00 0.01
0.03
0.05
100000
3.83 5.35
31.98 41.61
10000
0.37 0.53
3.19
4.16
1000
0.04 0.06
0.32
0.42
100
0.00 0.00
0.04
0.05
100000 266.68 5.38
32.02 304.53
10000 25.35 0.55
3.20 29.15
1000
0.00 0.06
0.32
0.39
100000 26.91 5.41
31.98 64.76
10000
3.00 0.57
3.20
6.81
1000
0.29 0.05
0.32
0.67
100
0.00 0.01
0.03
0.05
100000
2.70 5.39
31.89 40.43
10000
0.29 0.54
3.18
4.08
1000
0.03 0.06
0.32
0.42
100
0.00 0.01
0.03
0.05

k

Σ

p

T

2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1k
1k
1k
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
10
1k
1k
1k
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
10

100000
10000
1000
100000
10000
1000
100
100000
10000
1000
100
100000
10000
1000
100000
10000
1000
100
100000
10000
1000
100

Search
Time
(sec)
1172.50
106.50
0.00
118.26
11.73
1.05
0.00
11.82
1.19
0.11
0.01
845.53
79.00
0.00
83.83
8.97
0.89
0.00
8.39
0.90
0.10
0.01

Blind Decrypt
Total
Time
Time
Time
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
18.55 112.41 1304.83
1.87
11.25 119.79
0.21
1.13
1.40
18.64 112.80 251.07
1.87
11.25
25.01
0.21
1.12
2.44
0.04
0.11
0.20
18.63 112.48 144.29
1.87
11.23
14.45
0.21
1.12
1.51
0.04
0.12
0.21
18.53 113.52 978.94
1.88
11.24
92.29
0.20
1.13
1.39
18.55 112.53 216.27
1.87
11.36
22.37
0.21
1.12
2.27
0.04
0.11
0.20
18.56 112.19 140.52
1.87
11.23
14.18
0.21
1.13
1.50
0.04
0.11
0.20

Table 13. Performance results for 1024 and 2048 bit key length in seconds for different settings of
the alphabet Σ, the pattern p and the text T using fast-decryption Paillier [40].
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